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0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is perhaps best described by beginning at the end, with one 
of the applications (15.7). Suppose T is a measurable invertible nonsingular 
transformation of a probability space (X, m) onto itself, with Radon- 
Nikodym derivatives q,(x), wl(x), . . . . where w, = d(T”m)/dm. It was 
shown in [3, p. 2291 that, for almost all .Y E X and for all LX, fl> 0, the 
relative density 6(~, j? : x), defined to be the relative asymptotic density of 
{i~N:w~-i(~)>~1) relative to {i~N:w~-~(x)~/?}, is defined, and is 
positive and finite if b is small enough (depending on x). Further, T admits 
a a-finite invariant measure (equivalent to m) if and only if j: 6(c(, /3 : x) da 
is finite (a.e.). This integral is not easy to handle, and [4, p. 3131 
announced a more accessible expression for it as a double limit involving 
the (C, 1) limit of the sequence of 0’s. Here we are able to improve this by 
expressing the integral as a single relative (C, 1) limit (15.8). 
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In some other somewhat similar situations involving non-negative 
sequences, (C, 1) limits of this sort do not make sense, or do not give the 
“right” value, so we use the device of “truncation”. We consider non- 
negative sequences 5 with the property that, for each a>O, the doubly 
truncated sequence taCb ( where ruCb(j) = min(t(j), a) if this is 2 b, and 0 
otherwise) has a relative (C, 1) limit C(taCh/E) relative to a given set 
E c N, for all but countably many positive values of b. Such sequences are 
said to be “truncation sequences relative to E”, and we write 5 E F-Y(E). 
They have interesting relative density properties; in particular (8.1) they are 
precisely the (non-negative) sequences for which the relative asymptotic 
density S,(& t) of 5 - ‘[t, co), relative to E, exists for all but countably 
many values of t > 0. Further (8.5) the integral J; S,(t, t) dt is precisely 
the limit of C([;1,/E) as a + 00 and b + 0. The proof makes major use of 
the author’s theory of “improper Riemann integration” [S]; it is shown 
that there is a finitely additive measure v on a suitable field of subsets of 
N (all depending on 5 and E) for which f: S,(t. t) dt is just the “abstract” 
integral I( r/E). 
In “nice” cases we have C(t/E) =1(5/E), and we say that 5 is “smooth 
relative to E.” In any case, we show that r can be “smoothed” relative to 
E by replacing its values on a thin (“negligible”) set of integers by 0. The 
proof of this, the “relative smoothing theorem,” occupies most of Sections 
11-13. 
The paper begins, however, by considering the simpler “absolute” case, 
in which E = N, in Sections 1-6. This avoids the technical complications of 
the “relative” case, while making much of the later work a matter of 
straightforward generalization, mostly left to the reader. The departures 
from straightforward generalization are then particularly interesting. 
Another reason for beginning with the simpler “absolute” case is that one 
of the major “relative” results (12.2) is proved by reduction to the absolute 
case. 
The definition of truncation sequence turns out to provide one of the less 
straightforward generalizations. A non-negative sequence 5 is a “truncation 
sequence” (written 5 E YY) (Section 2) simply if the (C, 1) limit C([O) of 
the (singly) truncated sequence 5” exists for all a > 0. Equivalently, the 
asymptotic density S(& t) = 6( {< > t}) (relative to N) exists for all but 
countably many values of t > 0. The asymptotic density 6 is finitely additive 
on a suitable field of subsets of N, and the resulting integral 
f(c)=j 
N 
td6= jmS(t, t)dt. 
0 
We have lim, _ m C(t”) = i(g), but in general C( 0 need not exist, or may 
have a different value. If C(t) = i(t) we say that 4 is “smooth”. 
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Another property of interest is “stability.” We say that a truncation 
sequence is “stable” (Section 5) if (roughly speaking) C(t) is not affected 
by replacing the values of 4 by 0 on a subset of N of asymptotic density 
0. (The precise definition involves the upper and lower limits C*(t) and 
C, (0.) This property is typical of some sequences arising in ergodic theory 
[3, Sect. 4.43. It turns out that, for truncation sequences, stability and 
smoothness are equivalent-another property whose “relative” generaliza- 
tion is not straightforward (Section 12). We show (Section 6) that every 
truncation sequence can be “smoothed.” We also (in Section 5) give a 
method (“condensation”) which in some important cases permits the 
reduction of the relative to the absolute case. This is useful in the proof of 
the “relative smoothing theorem” (Sections 12, 13), which is decidedly 
more elaborate than in the “absolute” case of Section 6. The difficulty is 
that now both small and large values of < can give trouble, and we deal 
with them separately. We deal with the “large values” in Section 12, 
showing that there is a set Fc E of relative density 0 such that tx(N\F) 
is “upper smooth” relative to E, that is, tEbx(N\F) is a smooth truncation 
sequence relative to E for all but countably many values of b > 0. The 
analogous result for small values, in Section 13, has the complication that 
sets of relative density 0 no longer suffice, in general. But there is a less 
restrictive notion of “negligible” set which suffices to produce a satisfactory 
“lower smoothing set” G (that is, th,~(N\G) is smooth relative to E, where 
t6,(j) = 0 if t(j) > b, t(j) otherwise). Combining these, we obtain the 
“relative smoothing theorem” of Section 13-an application of which is 
given in 15.6. 
Many applications involve a special kind of relative truncation sequence, 
the “essential” ones (Section 14). These are the ones whose integrals I((/,!?) 
are strictly positive. They have the advantage that the set E, relative to 
which the sequence 5 is to be taken, is in a sense determined in a natural 
way by 4 itself: E may be taken to be a set of the form 4 ~ ‘[b, cc1 ), where 
0 < b < j*(t) (the “essential bound” of i”), and all choices of E are mutually 
equivalent for most purposes. These “essential relative truncation sequen- 
ces” are, in effect, the “special relative truncation sequences” of [4], here 
arising in a natural way. As pointed out in 15.7, the sequence of Radon 
Nikodym derivatives, mentioned above, is of this kind. 
Throughout the paper, numerous examples are included (especially in 
Sections 4, 10, 15) to illustrate the concepts and results and their limita- 
tions. A number of the examples involve sequences q that are uniformly 
distributed in (0, l), or relatively uniformly distributed in (0, cc). If q is 
such a sequence and f a sufficiently well-behaved real-valued function on 
(0, 1) or (0, cc), the composition fo 4 will be a truncation sequence or a 
relative truncation sequence in the respective cases. (See 4.10, 4.11, 
10.4-10.7.) It need not be smooth; but iff satisfies appropriate conditions, 
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application of the smoothing theorems enables us to replace q by a sub- 
sequence q’, also (relatively) uniformly distributed, such that forl’ is 
smooth-providing partial generalizations of Weyl’s well-known criterion 
for equidistribution (see 15.6). 
In conclusion, it would be interesting to know to what extent the present 
sudy of (C, 1) limits can be extended to more general positive linear 
operators, defined on the positive cones of more general linear function 
spaces. In particular, a measure theoretic investigation of the behavior of 
other summation methods or generalized limits should be of interest. 
1. NOTATIONS 
Throughout, 5 denotes a sequence of non-negative real numbers; its nth 
term is 5, or t(n) (where n E N= { 1, 2, 3, . ..}). We write 
C*(<)=lim sup C,(l), C, (5) = lim inf C,( 5); 
n-rm n-m 
and if C, ({) = C*(l) we denote their common value, the (C, 1) limit of <, 
by C(t), and say that C(t) is defined. If further C(t) is finite, we say that 
it exists. Generally, a limit is said to be “defined” if it “exists, possibly 
infinite”; but a limit is said to “exist” only if it is finite. 
The characteristic function of a set A is denoted by x(A) or xA: its value 
at a point x is written x(A, X) or xA(x). If A c N we write 6,(A) for 
Cn(xA ), 
6*(A) = C*(xA) = lim sup b,(A), 6, (A) = lim inf 6,(A), 
n-cc n-r* 
and 6(A) for the common value of 6*(A) and 6,(A) when they are equal. 
We often omit brackets when this does not risk confusion. Thus 6A is the 
usual asymptotic density of A; since 6*A < 1 here, 6A is “defined” precisely 
when it “exists”. 
If 9 is also a sequence of non-negative real numbers, it is convenient 
to abbreviate the conjunction of the three statements “C*[ = C*r], 
C, 5 = C, q, and hence Cg = Cq if either is defined” into the single formula 
The abbreviation 6fA = 6XB (where A, Bc N) is to be interpreted 
similarly. 
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As is traditional, we use “increasing” and “decreasing” in the wide sense: 
a function is said, for example, to be “decreasing” when “non-increasing” 
is really meant. However, we distinguish between “positive” and “non- 
negative.” The set of non-negative real numbers is denoted by R +, and the 
set of positive real numbers by (0, cc, ). 
We often abbreviate the set 5 - ‘[t, co) to { 5 3 t }, and similarly for 
{ 5 < t} and so on. In particular, (4 > 0 1 is the support of t, denoted also 
by [r]. For a, bER+ we define various “truncations” of 5 as follows: 
5; = inf({, a): that is, its nth term is 
t”(n) = min(r(n), a) (n E NJ, 
4Ct,=kt{5W, 5h,=5xWbl 
(note that thJ also equals (~(0 < r <b} ), 
Y[h = (Y)[b, tab, = (c%,. 
Thus, for example, if 0 6 b 6 a and n E N, 





Remark. In [4, p. 3093, the notations rb, tab were used for what are 
here denoted by rCb, caCh. We have replaced b by [b here to avoid confu- 
sion with t6) and tub). 
2. TRUNCATION SEQUENCES 
We write (for t>O) S*{g > tj as S*([, t), and similarly for S,(<, t) and 
S([, t) (if it exists). The function t H S(r, t) will be called the density 
function of i;. The set of all t > 0 for which S(& t) exists is denoted by 0(&j). 
A sequence 5 satisfying the four equivalent statements of the following 
theorem (announced in [4, p. 3093) will be called a “truncation sequence”; 
we write 5 E 5-Y, for short. 
THEOREM 2.1. For a non-negative real sequence {, the following are 
equivulen t : 
(i) The (C, 1) limit C(t’) exists, for all t > 0. 
(ii) The set of all t 3 0 for which (5’) exists, is dense in R+. 
(iii) The set D(c) ( = {t > 0 : S(& t) exists}) is co-countable (has 
countable complement) in R + . 
(iv) D(5) is dense in R+. 
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Proof: The implications (i) * (ii) and (iii) + (iv) are trivial. It is easy to 
see that (iv) 3 (iii), because S,(t, t) and 6*(& t) are decreasing functions of 
t, so that they are continuous at each point of a co-countable set, while (iv) 
ensures that they are equal on a dense set. To prove (ii) + (i), it is similarly 
enough to note that the increasing functions C,(r’) and C*(l’) are 
(uniformly) continuous; in fact, if 0 d s d t, and ye denotes the constant 
sequence t-s, we have 
and similarly for C,. 
To show (i)+ (iii), let D’ be the set of positive values of t at which 
S,(l, t) is continuous; it will suffice to prove D(5) 3 D’. Given s E D’, take 
t E (0, S) and put q = 5” - <‘. Thus 
so the analogous inequalities hold for the upper and lower (C, 1) limits of 
these sequences. But C(q) exists, from (i), Hence 
Making t + s gives 6*( 5, S) < 6, (5, s); hence S(t, S) exists, proving s E D( 4). 
The proof that (iii) * (i) will follow in the course of proving the next 
theorem. Until this is done, we take the property (iii) as the definition of 
“truncation sequence”; that is, a truncation sequence < is one for which 
D(r) is co-countable. For such a sequence, we define the field F(t) 
generated by 5 to be the (finitely additive) field of subsets of N generated 
by the sets {tat}, [ED(~). 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf r is a truncation sequence, then 
(a) 6 is a finitely additive measure on F(t), 
(b) 5 is integrable with respect to 6, in the “improper Riemann sense” 
of [I51, and 
(c) i(l) = jr S(5, t) dt, this last integral being taken in the usual 
(Lebesgue or improper Riemann) sense. 
Here the “improper Riemann integral” i(l) is defined [S, p. 181 as 
lim,,, Z((‘), where Z(t’) = IN 5’ d6 in the ordinary Riemann sense. 
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ProoJ It is easy to see that S(r) consists of the finite pairwise disjoint 
unions of sets of the form (~6 5 < t>, where 06~6 t 6 cc and 
s, tED(5)u (0, og, and that 6 is (finitely) additive on S(5). Now if A = 
t-‘[s, t), with s and t as above, and if c( is a real number, then 
C( q/4 ) = CI S( A ) = Z(q‘4 ), 
It follows that, if 4 is an arbitrary linear combination of characteristic 
functions of sets like A, then C(d) = (Z(d) (and both exist). 
Suppose temporarily that 5 is bounded, say t(j) <a for all Jo N. Given 
E>O, take t,, tz ,..., t,~D(t) so that O=t,<t,< ... <t,,+,<a<t,, and 
t;- tj-1 < E for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Define functions 4, II/ on N by 
thus d<<<$ and $--4~s. Hence 
C(4) < c : ( t )  < C(lj) < C(d) + e, 
and similar inequalities hold for I. It follows that C(r) and Z(5) exist and 
are equal. 
In the general case, we note that 4’ is a bounded truncation sequence (in 
fact O(t’)zD(5)), and the field S(5’) it generates is a subfield of S(t). 
Thus the foregoing applies to show that I((‘) and C([‘) exist and are equal, 
for all t > 0. By definition, i(t) is lim,, r Z(t’) (and is defined). This 
establishes (b), and also has completed the proof of Theorem 2.1 by 
showing (iii) + (i). 
Finally, (c) follows from [S, Theorem 5.41. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If tj is a truncation sequence, C,(t) > f(t). 
For C(t’) < C, (5) for all t > 0, so 
h3 = ,l[y- C(C) 6 C*(5). 
The inequality here is in general strict; see Example 4.8. 
DEFINITION 2.4. If a truncation sequence 5 satisfies: C(t) is defined and 
equals i( 5 )-or, equivalently, lim ,+m C(<‘)=C(<twe say that 4: is 
smooth. Thus in particular every bounded truncation sequence is smooth. But 
in general, if 5 is a truncation sequence, C(t) need not even be defined. 
(For example, let t(j) = 0 unless j= 2” for some n E N, but 5(2”) = 2”.) 
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3. SOME PROPERTIES OF TRUNCATION SEQUENCES 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose 5 is a truncation sequence. Then 
(i) ifa>% ~*{5~a)~(l/a)C(4”)~(l/a)i(4), 
(ii) i(l)>0 ifand onZv ifS({, t)>Ofor some t>O, 
(iii) i(t) = lim C(r,,) as h + CC in D(t), provided S*([, t) +O when 
t-co. 
Proof. Clearly x{ 5 2 a} < (l/a) 5”; applying C* gives (i), in view of 
Theorem 2.2(b). And (ii) is immediate from Theorem 2.2(c). For (iii), write 
S*(& t) as f(t), for short, and let H denote the “ordinate set” 
{(x, y) : I 3 0, 0 < y <f(x)} off: If b is an arbitrary positive number, let 
&= {(x, y) :O~.~~b,f(b)<y~f(x)}. 
Then Kb increases with b, and (because lim,, 7;‘ f(x) = 0 here) we have 
U {K,:b>O}=H. Hence, with 1 denoting 2-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure, 
/\rn- IK,=1H=[0af(t)dt=i(4.). (1) 
Now suppose bE D(t). Then 16) is a truncation sequence; in fact, 
6([,,, t) is 0 if t > b, and is S([, t)--a([, b) =f(t)-f(b) if O< t < b and 
t ED(~). So (since t6) is bounded). Theorem 2.2(b, c) gives 
and the assertion (iii) follows from (1). 
Remark. The proviso lim,, ix) S*(<, t)=O cannot be omitted in (iii). 
(Example: t(j) = j for all j E N.) However, it is automatically fulfilled if i(t) 
is finite. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf 5, v] are truncation sequences with disjoint supports, 
then 5 + q is also a truncation sequence, and I(< + ‘I) = f( 5) + f(q). 
For all but countably many positive values of t, we have 6{ r + r] > t > = 
6{ 5 > t} + 6{~ > t}, so 5 + 9 is a truncation sequence; and, from 
Theorem 2.2(c), the ?s add up. 
Remark. The hypothesis of disjoint supports is needed; see Example 4.7 
below. Of course we always have C(< + ye) = C(t) + C(q) whenever the 
right side is defined. It can be shown that if r, q, and 5 + q are truncation 
sequences then again i( 5 + 9) = i(c) + i( r~). 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose 5 is a truncation sequence, aE R+ and 
b E D(t). Then each of the following sequences is also a truncation sequence, 




(4) laLb, where a> b, 
(5) &{b<[<a}, wherea~bandaED(~). 
The proof goes by noting that, if ye is any of these five sequences, then 
D(n) II D(5) and hence is co-countable in R+. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Zf 5 is a truncation sequence and b E D(t), then (i) 
C(SSCb) is a uniformly continuous function ofs on [b, m), (ii) i(t) = j(5rb) + 
f~S,J. 
The proof of (i) is similar to the calculation proving Theorem 2.1, 
(ii)+(i). For (ii) here, we have 5 = <r,+ t6), the sum of truncation 
sequences with disjoint supports, to which Proposition 3.2 applies. 
Finally, the following result gives a partial converse to Proposition 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Each of the following implies that 5 E F-Y (is a trunca- 
tion sequence): 
(1) There are arbitrarily large values of a for which <” E F-Y. 
(2) There are arbitrarilv small positive values of b for which l Cb E F-Y. 
(3) There are pairs (a, b), with a arbitrarily large and b positive and 
arbitrarily small, such that tnCt, E FLY’. 
Proof Assuming (1) we get a sequence a(l), a(2), . . . . with a(n) + co as 
n + cc, such that each 5”‘“’ is a truncation sequence. Put 
D = n (D(~“‘“‘) : n E N}; 
thus D is a co-countable subset of (0, co). Given t E D, take n so large that 
a(n) > t; then S(c, t) exists because it equals d(turn), t). 
The proofs in cases (2) and (3) are similar. 
Remark. The analogous statements about the other sequences con- 
sidered in Proposition 3.3 are not valid in general. That is, given that the 
sequences rb,, for arbitrarily large b, or tx{ b < 5 <a>, with arbitrarily 
large a and arbitrarily small positive b, are truncation sequences, it does 
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not follow that 5 is one; see Example 3.6 below. On the other hand, it does 
follow if further lim,, ~ S*(t, t) = 0; we leave the proof to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Take A c N so that 6(A) does not exist, and define by 
Then, for all a > 0 and t > 0, c,, takes values greater than t only finitely 
often, so 6(l,,, t) = 0. Thus 4,) is a truncation sequence. But 4 itself is not, 
because < ~’ [ t, co) is a cofinite subset of A and hence its density does not 
exist. 
The same example works with tx{ b 6 5 < a >, for the same reason. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 4.1. If A c N, then x,4 is a truncation sequence if, and only if, 
6A exists. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. If lim 5 (that is, lim,, m t(n)) is defined (possibly 
infinite), then 5 is a truncation sequence, and i(t) = C(t) = lim 5. 
However, it would not suffice here to assume that C(r), instead of lim 5, 
is defined. In fact: 
EXAMPLE 4.3. There is a bounded sequence r such that C(r) exists but 
r is not a truncation sequence. 
For instance, take a subset A of the set 2N of even integers such that 6A 
does not exist; put B= A + 1 = {n + 1 : n E A}, and define r(n) = 2 if 
n~A,0 if DEB, and 1 if n$AuB. Then C(c)=l, but tP’[t,co)=A if 
1 < t < 2, giving uncountably many values of t for which S(& t) does not 
exist. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. There is a truncation sequence 5 for which S(<, t) fails to 
exist for some t > 0. 
For instance, take A c N for which 6A does not exist, and define t(n) = 1 
if n E A, 1 - l/n if n $ A. Then 5 is a truncation sequence (from Exam- 
ple 4.2), but 6( r, 1) does not exist. 
By “condensing” this example, we can produce a truncation sequence 5 
(even a bounded convergent one) with infinitely many values of t > 0 for 
which S(r, t) does not exist. But I do not know whether the countable 
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“exceptional” set (of values of t for which S([, t) does not exist) can be 
dense in some interval, or even dense in itself. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. If 5 is a truncation sequence, but h 4 D(t), the sequences 
tch and t6, need not be truncation sequences. (Compare Proposition 3.3.) 
With the same example as before (4.4) let h = 1; then, if 0 < r < 1, both 
S(t,,, t) and fi(t,,), t) fail to exist. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. If 5 is a truncation sequence, 6((, t) need not be a 
continuous function of t even if it exists for all t 3 0. 
For instance, define t(n) = 1 if n is even, 1 - l/n if n is odd; then 
S((, t)= 1 if t-c 1, l/2 if t= 1,0 if t> 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. The sum of two truncation sequences need not be a 
truncation sequence. (Compare Proposition 3.2.) 
For instance, take subsets A, B of N such that 6(A) and 6(B) exist but 
6(A n B) does not. Put t = xA, v] = xB; these are truncation sequences 
(Example4.1).Butifl<t<2then(~+~)~’[t,a3)=AnB,thedensityof 
which does not exist. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. There is a truncation sequence 5 (necessarily unbounded, 
by 2.4) such that C, (5) > I(<). (Compare Corollary 2.3.) 
In fact, given a, b such that 0 d b d a 6 cc, there is a truncation sequence 
5 such that i(t) = 0, C, (5) = 6, and C*(t) = a. 
Sketch of Construction. Suppose, for simplicity, that 0 <b <a < m. We 
define, recursively, integers 1 = n r < nz < . . and corresponding values 
<(n,2), so that 
n2k is the smallest integer for which anzk ,’ < bnzk2, 
((n,‘) + ... + 5(nzk- 12) + 5(n2k2) = bnZkZ, 
and 
For all other jE N, define t(j) = 0. This ensures that S(t, t) = 0 for all t > 0, 
so 5 is a truncation sequence and I([) = 0. It is not hard to check that 
C*(<)=a and C,(5)=b. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. If 9 is a sequence uniformly distributed in [0, 11, then ‘1 
is a truncation sequence; further, C(q) = l/2 and for all t E [0, 1 ] we have 
S(q, t) = 1 - t. 
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In fact, v]-‘[t, l] has density 1 - t; hence f(q) = sh (1 - t) dt = l/2; and 
C(q) = i(q). as remarked in 2.4. 
The simple idea embodied here can be extended to give a wide class of 
examples, as in the following. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. Suppose q is a sequence uniformly distributed in [0, 11; 
let f be a non-negative (bounded) Riemann integrable function on [0, 11, and 
define 5 = f 0 ‘I. Then 5 is a truncation sequence, with S({, t) = Af PI [t, CO) 
(where 1. is Lebesgue measure) for all but (at most) countably many positive 
valuesoft;and&~)=C(~)=~~f(t)dt. 
Remark. Conversely, this characterizes the Riemann integrability of jI 
Proof. By a well-known theorem of H. Weyl, C(t) = j: f(x) dx. 
Similarly, for each t > 0, C(t’) exists and equals sh f ‘(x) d.x, where f’ = 
min(f, t). Thus, from Theorem 2.1(i), 5 is a truncation sequence, and 
(Theorem 2.2(b)) i(l) = 1; f(x) dx = C(r). 
Now, by a theorem of Ridder and Frink ([S, 1); see also [S, Sect. 51) 
fp’[t, co) is Jordan measurable for all but (at most) countably many 
positive values of t. Hence, on defining g’ = x f- ’ [t, cc ), we have that g’ is 
Riemann integrable, so Weyl’s theorem gives 
C(g’~q)=(‘g’(x)dx=%f~‘[t, 00). 
0 
But g’oq=X{t>t}, so C(g’oq)=6{iJ>t}, completing the proof. 
Remark. The forgoing example remains valid if [0, l] is replaced 
throughout by the unit cube in d dimensions (d finite). 
EXAMPLE 4.11. The preceding can be extended so as to give unbounded 
truncation sequences, as follows. Let f be a non-negative “extended- 
Riemann-integrable” function on (0, 1) (that is, denoting min(f, t) by f’ as 
in 4.10, f’ is Riemann integrable over [0, l] for each t > 0; the values 
f(O), f( 1) need not be defined). Let q be a uniformly distributed sequence 
on (0, 1 ), and define 5 = f 0 9 as before. 
Then l is a truncation sequence, and f(t) = 1; f(x) dx. 
ProoJ: For each t>O we have, on taking a>t, (~>t}=({“)~’ [t, co) 
and 5” = f” 0 9. Thus, by 4.10 applied to f ‘, 
S(& ?)=6(iy, t)=A(fa)-l [t, co)=Af -‘[t, CO), 
so 5 is a truncation sequence; and I([) = S; Af-’ [ y, 00) dy = 2-dimensional 
measure of the ordinate set off = j: f(x) dx. 
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However, it is not true in general that C(t) = I(<) here, even if f is a 
decreasing function with finite integral. For suppose f is such a function, 
but with lim,,,+ f(x) = co. I am indebted to Professor J. H. B. Kemper- 
man for pointing out to me (orally) that one can then construct a 
uniformly distributed sequence VI in (0, 1) for which C(f 0 9) = GO. To do 
this, start with an arbitrary uniformly distributed sequence [ in (0, I), and 
take n, <n2< ... in N so that i(ni) + 0 as i + x. Define q(j) = i(j) unless 
j= 12; for some i; pick II( II( so that 0 < q(n,) <[(n,) and f(q(ni)) > 
(ni+ 1)‘. Since limi, r Iq( j) - i(j)1 = 0, the sequence ~1 is also uniformly 
distributed; and an easy calculation shows that C( f c q) = tic;. 
This anomaly does not arise when q is an “ergodic orbit”, in a sense 
analogous to that defined in 10.3 below. 
If < is a truncation sequence, then trivially its density function is a 
(co-countably defined) decreasing (i.e., non-increasing) function from R + 
to [0, 11, taking the value 1 at 0. Not much more can be said, because of 
the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Given a decreasing function h: R + + [0, 11 such that 
h(0) = 1, there is a truncation sequence 4 such that, for all t E R+, S({, t) 
exists and equals h( t ~ ) (with the conuention h(O- ) = h(0)). 
Remark. Thus (from 2.2) I([) = s; h(t) dt. Of course, S(& 0) = 1 for 
every non-negative sequence 5. 
Proof: First we prove this assuming lim,, ~ h(t) = 0. This ensures that, 
for each y E (0, 11, the set G(Y) = {x 3 0 : h(x) < y} is non-empty; denote 
its inlimum by g(y). Thus g is a decreasing, non-negative function on 
(0, 11. One easily checks: 
for all t > 0, gp’[t, CD)= (0, h(t-)]. (1) 
Take a sequence q uniformly distributed in (0, l), and put 4 = g 0 q. It 
follows from 4.11 that 5 is a truncation sequence. Further, if t > 0, (1) gives 
5-‘[t, co)=~-‘(o,h(tr)), (2) 
SO S(t, t) = h( t- ), as required. (The case t = 0 is trivial, as remarked 
above.) 
Now suppose lim, _ o. h(t)=a>O. Trivially adl. Define u(x)=h(x)-a 
if x > 0, and u(0) = 1. Then u satisfies the requirements imposed on h, and 
moreover lim, _ co u(t) = 0. Let u be obtained from u as g was obtained from 
h in the previous argument; that is, 
U()J)=inf{.x>O: v(.K)<~), 1’E (0, 11. 
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Again let q be a sequence uniformly distributed in (0, 1) and put [ = u 0 y. 
The analogs of (1) and (2) will hold; thus 
for all t > 0, u-‘[t, co)= (0, v(tr)], (3) 
c-‘[t, co)=y’(O, z(r)]. (4) 
Put E=q-‘(l-a, l), and define [ by <(j)=jifjEE, but t(j)=[(j) if 
Jo N\E. If t>O, 
(-‘[t, co)n(N\E)=cpl[t, CXr)n(N\E) 
=q-‘(0, u(tr)] nq-‘[O, 1 -a] 
=V’(O, 4-)1, 
a set of asymptotic density u( t - ). And 5 ~ ’ [ 6, cc ) n E consists of all but (at 
most) finitely many members of E, so it has density a. Thus finally 
6( 5 - ’ [t, co )) exists and equals V( t ~ ) + a = h( t - ), as required. 
5. STABILITY AND CONDENSATION 
DEFINITION 5.1. We shall say that a (non-negative) sequence g is 
“stable for C,” or simply ,,stable,” provided that for every Fc N with 
density 0 we have (in the notation of Section 1) 
We may clearly restrict F to be contained in the support [<I of 5 here. 
Note that if 4: is stable, then so is rx(N\G) for each G c N of density 0. 
Remark. In [3, p. 2371, a somewhat different definition of stability was 
given (but applied only to sequences 4 for which Ct is defined), as follows: 
< is stable provided that, for all M c N with 6M = 1, 
lim ‘C {t(j): 1 <j<n,jEMj 
n4nn 
is defined. It is not hard to check that 4 is stable in the sense of [3] if, and 
only if, C[ is defined and 5 is stable in the sense of the present definition. 
For truncation sequences, it turns out that stability coincides with 
smoothness (see 6.3 below); however, the analogous statement does not 
hold for relative truncation sequences (11.5), so we need to investigate both 
properties. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let lj be a non-negative sequence. Then the following 
two statements are equivalent: 
(a) C([xF)=Ofor ever)) FcN with 6(F)=O; 
(b) for all A c N, ~xA is stable. 
ProoJ: If (a) is false, there is Fc N with 6(F) = 0 and C*(txF) > 0. Put 
A = F; then ~xA is not stable, because C*([(xA) x(N\F)) = 0 # C*(<xA). 
For the converse, since &A also satisfies (a) if 5 does, it suffices to prove 
that (a) implies that 5 is stable. Given Fc N with 6(F) = 0, we have (for 
all n E N) 
C,,(t) = C,,(SxW\F)) + C,,(txF), 
whence (in view of (a)) C:(5) = Cz (tx(N\F)), as required. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Zf either 4 is bounded or C*t = 0, then 5 is stable. 
Most of the examples in Section 4 are stable; in fact, most of them are 
automatically bounded. Of the others, 4.2 also gives a stable truncation 
sequence: that is, if lim < is defined, 5 is stable (even when lim < = cc ). The 
sequence in 4.8 is unstable, in view of 5.6 below. The sequence in 4.11 
(where we assume that f is unbounded) is stable if !A f(x) dx = co, because 
it then satisfies i(r)= co, so that (2.3, 2.4) it is smooth and therefore (6.3) 
stable. But if s; f(x) d-x < co, the sequence t in 4.11 may or may not be 
stable, depending on the details of the construction. Finally, the sequence 
5 is constructed in 4.12 is stable if jp h(x) d.x = co, for the same reason as 
for 4.11, and if this integral is finite < again can be adjusted to be stable 
or unstable as desired. (Stability can be achieved by applying the 
Smoothing Theorem (6.2), and instability by inserting rare large values to 
make C(5) = co.) 
One can of course formulate notions of “stability” for operations other 
than C* and C,. It turns out that, if we limit attention to truncation 
sequences, then 6, D, and i have strong stability properties. We have: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose { and q are sequences (of non-negative real 
numbers) such that the set {Jo N: t(j) #q(j)} has density 0. Then q is a 
truncation sequence if and only if 5 is; and then D(q) = D(t) = D, say, 
6(~, t) = S(& t) for all t E D, and i(q) = i(r). 
For clearly S(Q t) = S(<, t) whenever either exists; thus if 5 is a trunca- 
tion sequence then so is yl, and conversely; also D(4) = D(q). And i(q) = 
J; &rl, t) dt = f(O. 
Remark. The analogous statements for C,, C*, and C are false. For 
607’88 I-? 
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example, take 5 to be the zero sequence (0, 0, . ..) and define q by q(j) = 0 
unless j= n* for some n E N, when v](j) = n. Then C(t) = 0 # C(q) = l/2. 
However, if 5 is a stable sequence (of non-negative reals) and v] is a 
non-negative sequence for which {Jo N: t(j) #q(j)} has density zero, we 
do have Cz (q) b Cz (5). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose 5 is a truncation sequence for which C*(r) < 
i(t). Then 5 is stable; further, C(r) is defined, and 5 is smooth. 
For, by 2.3, C,(5)>&5)>C*(r), so C(t) is defined and equals i(l). 
That is, 5 is smooth. If Fc N has density 0, put 9 = [x(N\F); by 5.4, 4 is 
a truncation sequence and i(n) = i(t). Hence 
proving C(q) = C( t ) as required. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let ?J be a truncation sequence. Then 
(i) if 5 is smooth, it is stable; in particular 
(ii) if i(t) = co, then 5 is stable. 
(The converse of (i) is in 6.3 below.) 
DEFINITION 5.7. It is often useful to be able to omit zero terms from a 
sequence; to do this conveniently we introduce the following notation. 
Suppose M is an infinite subset of N. Let rtM denote the natural order- 
preserving bijection of N onto M; that is, n,(j) = jth member of M = m, 
(say). If A4 contains the support [t] of 5, we write 5 0 rtnM as f,-that is, 
r,dA= 5(mj)- d _ an we call FM the M-condensation of 5. In particular, if 
A4 = [<I, we abbreviate ccc, to z, the condensation of 5. Of course (still on 
the assumption that A42 [<I) < is uniquely determined by CM and M; to 
obtain 5 from FM we merely restore the omitted zeros. We denote the map 
sending e, to r by eM. 
Further Notation. With M= {m, : jE N}, where m, < m2 ..., as before, 
we make the convention m, =0 and define (for rE N) k(r)= 
I{iEM:i<r}l. Thus 
mktr) G r < mkfr)+ I (r E N). (1) 
PROPOSITION 5.8. With the foregoing notation, if A4 is an infinite subset 
of N containing [t], and r >m,, then 
(i) C,(t) = d,(M) Ck(r)(?MM), and 
(ii) C,(t)/6,(M) = C,(F,) where x,Jj) < r < x,+,(j+ 1). 
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In fact, a straightforward calculation gives (i), and (ii) is merely a 
restatement of (i). 
COROLLARY 5.9. The sequences (C,(r)/6,(M): r E N) and (C,(r,,,) : 
je N) have the same lim inf and the same lim sup. 
In particular, the special case 6(M) = 1 yields the fact (also obvious 
directly) that if the sequence i” takes the value 0 on a certain set of density 
0 (and perhaps elsewhere) then these terms can be deleted and the 
sequence “condensed” accordingly without altering its (C, 1) limits. This 
leads to the following formulation of stability: 
PROPOSITION 5.10. A (non-negative real) sequence 4 is stable & and only 
if, for each Mc N with 6(M) = 1 we have, on writing 9 = <KM, that C*,< = 
cI?iM. 
For, as just shown, Cslj,,,, = Cyq, so the assertion reduces to the defini- 
tion of stability. 
6. THE SMOOTHING THEOREM 
DEFINITION 6.1. We recall that a truncation sequence q is “smooth” 
(2.4) provided lim, _ ,xI C(q’) = C(q), or equivalently C(q) = f(v). A subset F 
of N will be called a smoothing set for a truncation sequence { provided (a) 
6(F)=O, (b) tx(N\F) is smooth. From (a), t and &(N\F) will have the 
same density function (so that Q(N\F) is automatically a truncation 
sequence) and hence the same integral. Thus (b) says precisely that 
C(<x(N\F)) is defined and equals i(t). 
THEOREM 6.2. Every truncation sequence has a smoothing set. 
ProoJ: Given a truncation sequence 5, we construct a smoothing set F 
as follows. If C*( <) <i(l), we can take F= a, because of 5.5. Thus we 
assume C*(O>i(g); in particular, i(y) is finite. From 3.1(i) we have 
if a > 0, 6*(t, a) 6 RtYa. (1) 
Next we show that, given E >O, there exists b(E) > 0 such that to each 
a >, b(E) there corresponds m(E, a) E N such that 
n>m(E,a)* l(r)-’ i t”(j) <E. 
n,=, 
(2) 
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For, from Theorem 2.2(b), we get b(s) such that, for all a 2 b(s), we have 
Ii([) - C(t”)/ d s/2; and (2) follows. 
NOW use (1) and (2) to pick successively a( 1 ), m,, u(2), m,, . . . . such that 
0 < a( 1) < a(2) < . ..) a(k) > k for all kE N, 1 cm, < m2 < . . . . the mk’s are 
integers, and (for all k, n E N) if n 2 mk then 







Define F,={j~N:j<m~ and [(j)>a(l)} and, for k>2, Fk= 
jjEN:mkcj<mk+, and <(j)>a(k)}. Write F=lJ {F,:kEN}. We 
show 
6(F) = 0. (5) 
If je FS where 1 d k d S, then 5(j) > a(s) 2 u(k). Hence if k > 2 we have 
Fc{l,2 ,..., mk}u(j~N:<(j)>a(k)). 
From (4) this gives 
i IFn (1, 2, . . . . n}I <F+F if n>m,. 
Making first n and then k tend to cc gives (5). 
Now let q = <x(N\F); it remains to show that g is smooth, and (as at the 
beginning of this proof) it suffices to prove 
c*(v) 6 4v) (=fcrH. (6) 
In the notation of 5.7 we have 
m klr)Gr<mk(r,+l. 
Thus if j < r we have j < mkcr, + 1, and it follows that yl( j) < a(k(r)) because 
otherwise j E F, u . . . u Fkcr, c F, so that v](j) = 0, giving a contradiction. 
Hence, still with j < r, we have q(j) = r] o(k(r)l( j) < <“@(‘))(j). But (3) gives 
i(t) - f .i Sackcr))( j) 1 < l/k(r), 
/=I 
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and therefore 
from which (6) follows 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let 5 he a truncation sequence. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) 5 is stable, 
(b) every F c N C$ density 0 is a smoothing set for 5, 
(c) r’ is smooth. 
That (c) =P (a) was shown in 5.6( 1). Conversely, if (a) holds, take a 
slmoothing set F for 5 and put q = Q(N\F). Because rl is smooth, C(q) = 
Z(q) = Z(t); and because 5 is stable, C(t) = C(q), so (c) follows. 
Trivially (b) - (c) (take F= 121). The converse is easy in view of the fact 
that smoothness implies stability. More generally, we have: Zf G c N has 
density 0 and contains a smoothing set for a truncation sequence 5. then G 
is a .smoothing set for 5. 
6.4. Some other easy consequences of Theorem 6.2 are: 
(i) If t is a truncation sequence, I(<) =inf{C,(t~(N\F)}: 6(F)=O) 
(the inlimum being, of course, attained by each smoothing set). 
(ii) If { is a truncation sequence and Fc N has density 0, then F is 
a smoothing set for s’ if and only if [x(N\F) is stable. 
Thus a “smoothing set” might as well be called a “stabilizing set.” 
However, the corresponding notions in the relative case, to be considered 
later, are not equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If t is a truncation sequence, the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) 4 is smooth; 
(ii) cCh is smooth, for all bid; 
(iii) (Lb is smooth, for some b E D(c). 
Remark. Because of Corollary 6.3, these statements are equivalent to 
those in which “smooth” is replaced throughout by “stable.” However, the 
“smooth” form is easier to handle. 
ProoJ: To see that (i) implies (ii), note that (3.4) f(c) = I((,,) + i(t,,). 
The truncation sequence t,,,) (3.3) is bounded, hence stable (5.3), and there- 
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fore smooth; so I(<,,) = C(r,,), which is finite. Also C(t) is defined and 
equals f(t). It follows that C(tCh) is defined and equals i( 5 rb). 
The implication (iii) =z= (i) is proved similarly; and (ii) 5 (iii) is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Suppose 4: is a truncation sequence. Then a smoothing 
set for any one of the sequences 5, i” [,,(b E D(5)) is a smoothing set for all of 
them. 
Proof Suppose first that F is a smoothing set for 5, and put 
q = tx(N\F). Since 5 and q have the same density function (because 
6(F) =0) we have D(r) = D(q); hence if bE D(t) we see from Proposi- 
tion 6.5 that v],, is smooth. But ylcb = tCbx(N\F), so F is a smoothing set 
for cCbr for all b E D(5). 
If F is a smoothing set for tCb, for some b E D(c), a similar argument 
shows that F is a smoothing set for 5, completing the proof. 
Remark. As observed in 6.5, th, (where 5 E YY and b E D(4)) is always 
smooth. 
7. RELATIVIZATION 
Notations 7.1. Let E be a given subset of N; we suppose first that 
E # 0. (In the cases of interest, E will usually be infinite; but it is occa- 
sionally necessary to consider finite sets too, as in 10.2 and 15.7.) Given a 
sequence 5 (of non-negative real numbers), we define the (C, 1) limit of 5 
relative to E, denoted by C(</E) or C,(t) (it is convenient to have both 
notations available) as follows. For each n E N, large enough for the 
denominator to be nonzero, write 
C,(t/E)= 
and define 
C,,(5) = C, (5/E) = lim inf C,,(5/E), n-m 
C*, (5) = C*( c/E) = lim sup C,( t/E), 
n-rcc 
and C,(t) = C({/E) to be their common value lim, _ ~ C,(t/E) when this 
is defined. It is convenient to extend these notions to the case in which 
E = 0; we make the conventions that C({/@) = cc unless 5 is the zero 
sequence, in which case C(t/@) is 0. 
In particular, if F is an arbitrary subset of N, we write C,(xF/E) as 
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6,(F/E), and define s,(F/FIE) or 6,,(F), 6*(F/‘lE) or 6*,(F), and &F/E) or 
6,(F) analogously (it is again convenient to have two ways of writing 
them). Thus &F/E), the “asymptotic density of F relative to E,” is 
lim;, _ Ix. 6,(F/E) if this is defined. We do not say “if this exists” here, 
because &F/E) can easily be infinite (even if E # a), because we do not 
require F c E. 
For r>O we abbreviate 6*( (5 3 t}/E) to S*,(& t), and similarly for 6, 
and 6; S,(<, t) is the “density function of 5 relative to E.” Of course, when 
E= N we may simply omit the references to E in the notations; the present 
definitions reduce to the previous ones (Sections 1, 2) in the “absolute” 
case E = N. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. We have (where 5, n are non-negative sequences and 
E, Fc N): 
(i) 6*(E/F)= 1/6,(F/E) unless E=@=F; 
(ii) C$ (5/F) = Cf (t/E) &E/F) P rovided 6(E/F) is defined and the 
right side is not 0. cc or cc . 0; 
(iii) tf C(</E) and C([/F) are defined and not both 0 or both CYJ, then 
W/F) = C(5/J’YC(5/E); 
(iv) if 6(E) and 6(F) exist and are not both 0, then 6( E/F) is defined 
and equals 6( E)/6( I;); 
(v) C*((t + rl)lE) d C*(tlE) + C*(rlIE) and C,((t + VI/E) 2 
C,(</E) + C, (n/E). Iffurther C(c/E) or C(n/E) is defined, these inequalities 
become equalities. (But if instead C( (5 + n)/E) is defined, nothing follows. ) 
(vi) IfO<b<t<a, tlzensf.(r,t)~(l/t)C::(~“,,/E)b(l/t)C::(5/E). 
(Cf: 3.1(i).) 
The proofs are immediate from the definitions. 
While many of the elementary properties of C, and C* remain valid in 
the. relative case (with essentially the same proofs), as with Proposition 7.2, 
there are also many that do not extend without further assumptions. For 
instance, if t is bounded (non-negative) sequence, C*(</E) need not be 
finite (for example if 5 is the constant sequence 1 and 6(E) = 0). It can be 
shown (by an argument like that in 8.3 below) that if C(l’/E) exists (i.e., 
is defined and finite) for all t 3 0, then it is a continuous function of t on 
(0, co) (cf. 2.1): but it can fail to be continuous at 0, as the following 
example shows. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Take 5 to be given by t(j) = l/j (Jo N), and let 
E= {[e.‘]: Jo N), where [.K] = integer part of x. It is easy to check that 
C(<‘/E) = 1 for all t > 0. But of course C( lo/E) = 0. 
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In one important case, the “relativized” concepts can be reduced to the 
“absolute” ones, via “condensation” (5.7): 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Suppose E is an infinite subset of N that contains the 
support [t] of r. Then Cz (t/E) = C’r (T,). 
Proof: If Y is large enough we have 6,(E) >O and hence (5.8(ii)) 
C,(r/E) = C,(t)/d,(E) = C,(r,), where j= k(r) in the notation of 5.7. As 
r + co, k(r) + co and takes all (large enough) integer values, so the 
proposition follows. 
COROLLARY 7.5. Suppose F c E c N, and E is infinite. Then Sf (F/E) = 
6: (7-C, -IF), where xE: N + E is the usual enumeration map (5.7). 
Proof Apply Proposition 7.4 to 5 = xF. 
8. RELATIVE TRUNCATION SEQUENCES 
Truncation sequences were defined to be the sequences having the four 
equivalent properties (i)-(iv) of Theorem 211. Analogously we define the 
“truncation sequences relative to E” to be the (non-negative) sequences 
having four equivalent properties that respectively generalize those of 
Theorem 2.1. However, though the “right” generalizations of properties 
(iii) and (iv) (of Theorem 2.1) are the expected ones, the appropriate 
generalizations of the first two properties are more complicated than one 
might expect; and these complications are unavoidable (see 8.8( 1) below). 
The reason, roughly speaking, is that in the relative case the small values 
of the sequence r give as much trouble as the large values. 
We define the “density set of l relative to E” (where E c N and 5 is a 
non-negative sequence), denoted by DE(<), to be the set 
DE(() = {t > 0 : S,((, t) exists}, 
where S,(c, t)=s(c-‘[t, co)/E) (as in 7.1) is to be defined and finite. We 
say that 5 is a “truncation sequence relative to E,” and write [ E 99’(E), 
for short, when it satisfies the four equivalent requirements of the following 
theorem. Pending the completion of the proof that they are equivalent, we 
take property (iii) as the defining property. 
THEOREM 8.1. Zf E c N and 4 is a (non-negative) real sequence, the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) There is a co-countable subset B of (0, 00) such that, whenever 
b E B and a E (b, co ), C( <aCb/E) exists. 
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(ii) There is a dense subset B of (0, ccl) such that, for each b E B, there 
is a dense subset A, of (b, lx) such that C( ruCb/E) exists for all a E A,. 
(iii) DE([) is co-countable in Rf. 
(iv) D,(c) is dense in R+. 
Proof: If E = 0, the only 5 having any one of these properties is the 
zero sequence, so we assume henceforth that E # 0. The implications 
(i) + (ii) and (iii) 3 (iv) are trivial, and (iv) + (iii) follows easily (as in 2.1) 
from the monotonicity of 6,,((, t) and 6*&t, t) as functions of t. We shall 
prove (ii) * (iii) after two lemmas, and then deduce (iii) 3 (i) in the course 
of proving the next theorem (8.5, the analog of Theorem 2.2). 
LEMMA 8.2. If (ii) holds, then, for all f > 0, S*,( [, t ) < cc, 
Proof Given t > 0, (ii) provides b E B such that b < t. Take a E A, so 
that a > t. Then 7.2(vi) gives 
th*,(t, t) d c*E(5”[li) < a, 
and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 8.3. In (ii) M’e may take A, = (b, ccl). 
Proof Fixing b E B, we observe that C*(<‘Ch/E) is a (uniformly) con- 
tinuous function of t on [b, co) (compare the argument in 2.1). In fact, if 
b<s< t we have 
so C*(tSL,,/E) and C*(<‘,,/E) differ by less than (r-s) 6*,({, t), where 
S*,(t, t) 6 S*,(?j, b) < co, by 8.2. Similarly C, ([‘Cb/E) is uniformly con- 
tinuous on [b, cc). From (ii), these continuous functions agree on the set 
Ah, which is dense in (b, cc1 ); hence they agree on (b, co) (and in fact on 
Cb, 00)). 
To prove that (ii) implies (iii) it is enough to show that, assuming (ii), 
6,( t, t) exists for ail t > 0 at which the decreasing function 6, ( { 5 2 t}/E) 
is continuous. Fix such a t; by 8.2 it suffices to prove S*,(t, t) = S,,({, t). 
Take b E B such that b < t, and let s E (b, t). Write q = tfCh - tBCh; by 8.3, 
C(q/E) exists and equals C(c’,,/E) - C(tJrh/E). Now we have 
hence 
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so 6*,(& t) d S,,(c, s). Making s + t gives 6*,(t, t) d S,,(l, t), so that 
there must be equality here, establishing (iii). 
DEFINITION AND NOTATION 8.4. Before stating the next theorem we 
need some definitions. A finitely additive measure v on a (finitely additive) 
field 9 of sets is said to be ‘finite-regular” [6, Sect. 51 provided 
v(A) = sup{v(A,): A, cA,A,EF,v(A,)<co) 
for all A E 9, If 4 E Y-Y(Etthat is, if EC N and DE(t) is a co-countable 
subset of (0, co)-we define the field FE(t) generated by 5 relative to E to 
be the (finitely additive) field of subsets of N generated by the sets 
{tat}, tED&t). A s b f e ore, we exclude the trivial case E = a. 
THEOREM 8.5. If 4 E FY(E), there is a finitely additive finite-regular 
measure v (depending on 5 and E) on &( ?j) such that 
(a) v(A) = 6,(A) if A EF,~(~) and 5 is bounded away from 0 on A; 
(b) 5 is integrable with respect to v in the “improper Riemann sense” 
cf [S, Sect. 41, and 
W’& + f(W) = jN t dv as a+ CC andb+O+ with bEDE(t); 
(c) &/E)=j,” v{<>t} dt=j,” S,(& t)dt. 
Remarks 8.6. (1) Unfortunately we cannot in general simply take 
v = 6,. For instance, if E is such that 6(E) is not defined, then 6,(N) is not 
defined. Hence the need, in Theorem 8.5(l), for the restriction on A. 
(2) In general, v is neither unique nor finite. The specific v con- 
structed below has some further properties of interest; see 8.8 below. 
Proof of Theorem 8.5. For convenience we abbreviate DE(t) to D, and 
FE(c) to 9. As in 2.2, S consists of the finite pairwise disjoint unions of 
sets of the form {sbr<t}, (t<t}, and {<<t>, where s, tED and 
0 < s < t. Note that if A E 9 and inf(rXA) > 0, then A c [ ~ ‘[u, cc ) for some 
u E D, and thus A can be expressed as a finite pairwise disjoint uion of sets 
of the first two types {s 6 5: < t}, (5 3 t> only (with s, t ED). It follows that 
if A E 9 and t E D then 6,(A n (la t}) exists, and we define (for all A E 9) 
v(A) = sup{G,(A n {t 2 t}): t c D}. 
In particular, if inf(tXA)>O, then v(A)=d,(A), so that v fulfills the 
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requirement (a) of Theorem 8.5, and is moreover finite-regular. Also we 
have 
v(A)=lim6,(An{~3t}) as t+OinD, 
and it follows at once that if A,, A, are disjoint members of F then 
v(A,uA,)=v(A,)+v(Az). 
We apply [S, Theorem 5.41 to the space (N, 9, v) and function 5. 
This theorem requires that two conditions be fulfilled: that the measure v 
be finite-regular [S, 4.1( 1 )], and that the inner measure \I* satisfy 
v* (5 -‘[t, co)) < cc for all t > &which follows from 8.l(iii). Thus [S, 
Theorem 5.41 applies here. Now r satisfies condition (2) of that theorem, 
that it is “nearly j-measurable,” because the sets (< >, tj are in 9 for a co- 
countable set of values of t > 0. Hence the other statements of that theorem 
are valid here: 5 E 3(F) and the integral i( r/E), or in more familiar nota- 
tion jN 5 dv, equals {R t;(t 3 t} dt. Here C is the extension of v to the 
“extended Jordan field” & defined by 9 and v. But since { [ >, t ) E F for 
all LED we have 
establishing (c). 
Note. We do not use I,([) as an alternative notation for f(r/E), 
because the symbol 1, was used in [S] with a different meaning. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 8.5 (and also that of Theorem 8.1) we 
show: 
THEOREM 8.7. [f 4 E FLY’(E) we have (continuing the previous notation) 
(d) if b E D and a E (b, oo), then C(rucb/E) exists (finite !) and 
W’C~IE) = s; > /, C’ dv = f,v tuIh dv = &%,lE); 
(e) f(ruTCb/E) -+ f(</E) as a -+ co and b + 0 with b E D; 
1 
(f) f(t/E) = lim I(tCb/E) as b + 0 in D. 
Proof Since f(t/E) is defined, [S, 4.21 shows that 5” is integrable, with 
finite integral Z,(r”/E), over each member A of 9 having finite v. In par- 
ticular we may take A = 5 PI [b, cc). Since taCb is then 0 outside A and 
agrees with C” on A, we see from [S, 4.11 that the integrals in (d) exist and 
are equal. To deal with C(t°Cb/E) we use the familiar “step-function” 
technique (cf. 2.2). Suppose r) = C {ai~A, : 1 d id n}, where A,, A,, . . . . A, 
are pairwise disjoint members of 9, each of finite v, and on each of which 
5 is bounded away from 0. Then clearly C(q/E) exists and equals 
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C {aj 6(A,/E) : 1 < i< PZ} = xi aiv(A,) = I(?/,%). Now, given E > 0, the fact 
that Z(cUCb/E) exists shows that there are step-functions vi, qz of the above 
form such that qI d 5” tbGq2 and Z((vi -v~)/E)<E. It follows that 
C, ( SuCh/E) and C*( [“‘rb/E) differ by less than E from each other and from 1 
GY[blE) = Z(5”[blEh completing the proof of (d). 
Again, given A > 0, A E 9 with VA < co, and E > 0, there is (by definition 
of v) bgD such that, on writing A,=An {t>b), we have vA<vA,+~/a; 
and we may suppose b < a. Since t”(j) = rucb(j) for all j E A, we have 
Since f(</E) is by definition the supremum of the values of Z,(<“/E) thus 
obtained, (e) now follows. And (f) (which will be useful later, in proving 
9.3(3)) is deduced by similar reasoning from (e). 
Now (d) and (e) complete the proof of Theorem 8.5; and (d) also 
completes the proof of Theorem 8.1, by showing (iii) * (i) (with B = D). 
Remarks 8.8. (1) In Theorem 8.1, characterizing the relative trunca- 
tion sequences, we cannot dispense with the suffixes [b in conditions (i) 
and (ii), because there are relative truncation sequences for which 
C(t’/E)=m for all a>O. (Example: t(j)=l/j (HEN), E= {2*‘:j~N}.) 
Nor can we require C( <aCb/E) to exist for all (or some) a > b in conditions 
(i) and (ii) unless the values of b are restricted (it suffices, as the proof 
of Theorem 8.1 shows, to require bE DE(<)). (Example: E= N, r as in 
Example 4.4.) 
(2) The measure v constructed in the proof of Theorem 8.5 has some 
additional properties of interest: 
(a) [t] is Jordan measurable with respect to 8 and v, and 
V^(N\[r])=O. That is, for each AE~,,(<) with v(A)< co, the v-integral of 
x(N\[ c]) over A exists and is 0. Consequently 
(b) $[t] = v(N), so that in a sense the support of v is essentially 
contained in that of r. More precisely, (a) gives 
ifFE@- and Fn[<]=@ then v(F) = 0. (1) 
However, (1) says less than might at first appear, because: 
(c) in (l), if F# 0, then [<I E 9 and F= N\[<]. 
(3) It can also be shown that v(N) <h,([t]/E); equality may or 
may not occur. In particular, if 6,( [(l/E) is finite, then so is v(N). 
However, VN can easily be infinite, for instance if t(j) = l/j (jE N) and E 
is finite and non-empty. (A less trivial example, in which E is infinite, can 
be obtained from 10.4 below.) 
(4) As was mentioned earlier (8.6(2) above) the measure v on FE(t), 
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as specified in Theorem 8.5, need not be unique in general. In fact, the 
measure v constructed in the proof (8.5) need not coincide with the 
density-measure used in 2.2 when E = N. A complete answer to the question 
of when v is unique can be given as follows. (We suppose 5 ET-Y(E) 
and E#@.) 
(a) Suppose first that < takes arbitrarily small positive values. If 
v(E) = a (that is, if S,(r, h) --f m when h -+ 0 in DE(<)) then v is unique. 
But if lim S,(t, h) is finite, then v is not unique, even if we require equation 
(I) above to hold. 
(b) In the remaining case we have [t] = {t 3 b} for some 
h E DE(t). Now v is not unique, but becomes unique if we impose (1) above 
as an additional requirement. 
However, it is clear from Theorem 8.5 that, even though v need not be 
unique, the integral 1(5/E) is independent of the choice of v. 
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 8.5 that will be significant 
for us is: 
PROPOSITION 8.9. Zf <E FLY’(E) and v is as in Theorem 8.5 then 
C, (5/E) B&W) = J,rv 5 dv. 
We shall say that a truncation sequence 5 relative to E is smooth relative 
to E provided C(t/E) is defined and equals f(t/E). (Compare 2.3, 2.4.) 
From Proposition 8.9 we have 
COROLLARY 8.10. Zf C*(</E) < f( t/E)-in particular, if f([/E) = a- 
then { is smooth relative to E. 
9. SOME PROPERTIES OF RELATIVE TRUNCATION SEQUENCES 
DEFINITION 9.1. Define, temporarily, 
BE( 5) = {b > 0 : C(SuCb/E) exists for all a E (b, co ) ) . 
Thus, if 5 EFY(E), both BE(t) and O,(l) are co-countable in (0, co) 
(and conversely), by Theorem 8.1. In fact, if 5 E F.Y(E), we have 
BE(t) = DE(e). (1) 
For Theorem 8.7(d) shows BE(t) lDE([). For the reverse inclusion, 
suppose b E BE(t). The argument in 8.3 shows that C(tuCb/E) exists, which 
is equivalent to saying b E DE( 0. 
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PROPOSITION 9.2. Suppose 5 eFP’(E), a > 0 and b ED~(~). Then each 
of the following sequences is also a truncation sequence relative to E, with 
relative density set containing DE(c), and the field each generates relative to 




(4) caCb where a 2 b, 
(5) lx(bG5<a), where a > b and a E DE(<). 
The proof is the same as in the “absolute” case (3.3). Likewise Proposi- 
tion 3.5 extends essentially unchanged to the relative case, giving a partial 
converse to Proposition 9.2. However, one new consideration arises in 
using Proposition 9.2 because of the lack of uniqueness of the measure v in 
Theorem 8.5 (cf. 8.8(4)). Fortunately one can see at once that any measure 
v satisfying Theorem 8.5 for 5 will also satisfy it for all the other sequences 
in Proposition 9.2; so henceforth we shall suppose that the same measure 
is used for all of them. In any case (8.8(4)) there is no ambiguity in the 
resulting integrals. 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Suppose 5 G FLY’(E) and b E DE([). Then 
(i) ifa>b, then s*({~~a}/E)6(l/a)C,(SUCh)~(l/a)j(~/E), 
(ii) f(t/E)>O ifand only ifS,(<, t)>Ofor some tEDE(t), 
(iii) if lim,, o. S*,(<, t)=O then f(t/E)=lim CE(<bj~{[>/~}) as 
b --) GO and c + 0 with c (and b) in DE(t). 
The arguments in the “absolute” case (3.1) generalize straightforwardly. 
Note that the condition lim,, o S*,(& t) = 0 in (iii) holds automatically if 
1(5/E)< co, from (i). 
We have seen (8.3, in view of 8.7(d)) that, if 5 E FLY(E) and b E DE(<) 
then C(tfCt,/E) is a uniformly continuous function of t on [b, co ). 
Continuity as a function of b is trickier; however, a routine calculation 
shows: 
PROPOSITION 9.4. Suppose 5 E FLY’(E), b E DE( <), a E (b, co ) and the 
density function S,({, t) of t is continuous on DE(t) at t = b. Then the 
functions C,(t”[,) and j(lc,/E) oft are also continuous on DE(c) at t = b. 
PROPOSITION 9.5. If 5 and n are truncation sequences relative to E with 
disjoint supports, then 5 + n is also a truncation sequence relative to E, and 
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This generalizes Proposition 3.2, the proof of which generalizes too. As 
before (3.4(ii)) we have 
COROLLARY 9.6. If t E FY(E) and b E DE({) then 
f(W) = hc,/E, + iL/E). 
We shall later make substantial use of this corollary, together with the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 9.7. Ifi(tcb/E) is finite for one b E DE([), it is finite for all 
b E DE(t); and similarfv for j(t,,,/E). 
Proof Say bE DE(<) is such that f(rCh/E) < co, and suppose a6 DE([). 
If a>b then [ta<<rbr so f([r,/E) < co a fortiori. So suppose a < b; then 
lcG = tCb + q where 9 = <X(a < 5 <b 1. One easily checks that 6,(q, t) = 0 if 
t > b, and that hE(q, t) d S,(t, a) in any case. Thus 
j(q/E) = SK 6,(q, t) dt 6 b S,(t, a) < GC;, 
0 
and the result follows from Proposition 9.5. 
The argument for rbJ is similar. 
Proposition 5.4, on the strong stability properties of 6, D, and I (but not 
C!), can also be “relativized” in an obvious way. However, the following 
proposition, the proof of which is immediate, has no “absolute” analog. 
PROPOSITION 9.8. Suppose E and E’ are non-empty subsets of N such 
that 6(E/E’) exists (finite !), and let t E FY(E). Then 
(a) 4 E FY(E’), 
(b) DE(t) c DE,(~), 
(c) iftEDE(t) then a,.([, t)=6,(<, t)&E/E’), 
(d) $W’) = &E/E’) &W), 
(e) C’f (t/E’) = 6(E/E’) Cz (t/E), and 
(f) if 5 is smooth relative to E, it is smooth relative to E’. 
Remarks. (1) If &E/E’) = 0 we have DES(t) = (0, co) in (b); but when 
6(E/E’) > 0 the relation between E and E’ is symmetric, so that then 
D,, (5) = DE( 5) and F-Y( E’) = FY( E). 
(2) The proposition also has an obvious partial converse. Suppose 
5 E Y-Y(E) A F-Y(E) and, for some z E DE(t) n DE.(t), both a,(& r) and 
S,,(c, t) are positive. Then 6(E/E’) exists and is positive. 
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In the special case in which E II~ [t], we can continue the process, begun 
in 7.4, of reducing the “relative” theory to the “absolute” theory. We have: 
PROPOSITION 9.9. Suppose E is an infinite subset of N that contains the 
support of 5. Then lj is a truncation sequence relative to E lf, and only if, its 
E-condensation c, (5.7) is a truncation sequence. Further, if this is the case, 
we have, on writing q = FE, that DE(<)= D(q) and, for all tE DE(S), 
6,( 5, t) = 6(~, t); further, f(</E) = i(r) and Cf (t/E) = Cz (q). 
The statement concerning C* and C, is Proposition 7.4. Write F= 
(-‘[t, co); then x,-‘F= ‘1-l [t, co) and Corollary 7.5 gives st,(<, t)= 
6$(v), from which the remaining parts of the proposition follow. 
10. SOME EXAMPLES OF RELATIVE TRUNCATION SEQUENCES 
A sequence 5 is a “truncation sequence,” in the “absolute” sense of 
Section 2, if and only if it is a truncation sequence relative to N. More 
generally, if E is an infinite subset of N and we define 4 by q(j) = 0 if 
Jo N\E, and q(j) = <(k,) ifj is the k,th element of E, then Ex [Iv] and the 
E-condensation QE of q is 5; so (9.9) [ is a truncation sequence if and only 
if ye is a truncation sequence relative to E (and then, as 9.9 shows, 5 and 
(q relative to E) behave alike). Conversely, every relative truncation 
sequence v, relative to an infinite E c N containing [q], arises in this way 
from a truncation sequence t. Thus the examples in Section 4 provide 
many examples of relative truncation sequences. However, we shall need to 
consider cases in which the support (of the truncation sequence relative to 
E) need not be contained in E. The following examples are of this kind. 
EXAMPLE 10.1. Suppose 5 is a sequence (of non-negative real numbers, 
as always) having finite but non-empty support. Then 5 E Y-Y(E) for all 
non-empty E c N, and < is smooth relative to E-that is, f([/E) = C(</E) 
( =0 unless E is finite). 
(The only non-trivial assertion here-smoothness-follows from 
Theorem 8.5(b).) 
EXAMPLE 10.2. Suppose E is a finite non-empty subset of N. Then 
< E .Y-Y( E) if and only if limj, ,= g(j) =O; and if this holds, 5 is smooth 
relative to E. In fact, 
&/E) = C(t/E) = c {<(A :je N)IIEI. 
This example, though seemingly artificial, turns out to be useful in 
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ergodic theory (cf. Theorem 15.7 in the purely dissipative case). The only 
non-trivial point to verify here is that j(t/E) has the stated value. This can 
be proved fairly neatly by permuting i into a decreasing sequence q, 
showing that v and 4 behave alike, and using Theorem 8.5(b) to calculate 
f(W). 
DEFINITION 10.3. Generalizing Examples 4.10 and 4.11, an important 
class of examples arises from “relatively uniformly distributed’ sequences in 
R”; we restrict attention to non-negative sequences in R, for simplicity. 
A sequence q (of non-negative reals) is said to be relatively uniform!, 
distributed in R+ provided that. whenever J and K are intervals of finite 
positive length in R + , the relative density 6( ~1~ ’ (J)/q ~ ’ (K) ) exists and 
equals the ratio I(J)/l(K) of the lengths of these intervals. (Evidently it is 
immaterial whether or not J and K include their endpoints; and the distinc- 
tion between R+ and (0, co) is likewise irrelevant.) It then follows that 
6(r) ~ ‘( J)/q ~ ‘(K)) is defined and equals I( J)/I( K) for arbitrary intervals J, K 
in R+ provided f(J)//(K) has a meaning (that is, is not CC/K] or O/O). Of 
course the “absolute” density 6(~ ~ ‘(J)) will be 0 whenever J has finite 
length. 
The notion of relative uniform distribution can be reformulated in terms 
of ordinary uniform distribution, via “condensation,” as follows. The (non- 
negative) sequence r] is relatively uniformly distributed in R+ if and only 
if, for every interval KC R+ of finite positive length I(K), we have, on 
writing E = u-l(K), that QE is uniformly distributed in K; that is, for every 
subinterval J of K, S((qE) ’ J) exists and equals l(J)//(K). 
In the original formulation, it is enough that the requirement be satisfied 
for one fixed K. It is usually convenient to take K= [0, 11; accordingly we 
use the notation E(u) = q ~’ [0, 11. It is also sufficient to restrict J to inter- 
vals having 0 as an endpoint. 
Such sequences typically arise from ergodic theory. Let T be an invertible 
ergodic measure-preserving transformation of R+ onto itself; we refer to 
the positive semi-orbit (T”.u : II EN) of a “generic” (that is, “almost 
every”) point .Y E R + as an ergodic orbit, for short. As a consequence of the 
Hopf ergodic theorem [2, p. 491, every ergodic orbit is relatively uniformly 
distributed (though not conversely). 
PROPOSITION 10.4. Suppose ye is relatively uniformly distributed in R+, 
and let f be a decreasing ( = non-increasing) real-valued function on (0, cc: ) 
such that lim ~ _ oL f(x) = 0. Define r = fa q. Then < is a truncation sequence 
relative to E(q) (=~~‘[0, 11); f th ur er, DEcpb(t)= (0, ~1 and ~(~/E(YI))= 
so"- f(x) dx. 
607,XX I-1 
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Proof: For each y > 0, define g(v) = inf{ t 2 0 : f(t) < y} (cf. 4.12). Thus 
g(u)>O, and g(y)=0 ify>f(O’). For all X, J~>O we have 
thus t-‘[y, co)=q-‘[0, g(y)) or qpl[O, g(y)], so in any case 
G(q-i[y, co)/,%(q)) = g(Jj). This shows < E.Y-.Y(E(~)) and DE(,,,(5) = 
(0, co). Finally 
Remark 10.5. While Proposition 10.4 gives a relativized analog of the 
examples 4.10 and 4.11, it requires more of the functionJ: In particular, the 
assumption lim, _ oc, f(x) = 0 is needed in 10.4, because if lim,, ~ f(x) = 
L>O then h(t-‘[t, co)/E(q)) would not exist for any t in (0, L). 
It should be remarked, too, that Example 4.9 does not have an obvious 
relative analog: a relatively uniformly distributed sequence 9 in R+ is never 
a truncation sequence relative to E(q), because 6( g ~ ’ [ t, co)/E(~])) = co for 
all t > 0. (But see 15.5 below.) 
PROPOSITION 10.6. The sequence 5 constructed in 10.4 will be smooth 
relative to E(q) if any of the following three conditions is satisfied, but not 
in general: 
(i) f is bounded and vanishes outside a finite interval, 
(ii) j: f(x) dx = co, 
(iii) q is an “ergodic orbit” (10.3). 
ProoJ The assertion in case (i) is an immediate consequence of the 
observation: 
(iv) if 5 is bounded truncation sequence relative to E, and if 
6*( [51/E) < co, then C(</E) = 1(5/E) < co. 
While (iv) is not hard to prove directly, it is in turn an immediate conse- 
quence of a later result (13.6), so we omit the proof here. 
In case (ii), smoothness follows from 8.10. Finally, case (iii) is a conse- 
quence of the Hopf ergodic theorem. 
That 5, in 10.4, is not smooth in general, follows from the following 
“counter-theorem.” 
PROPOSITION 10.7. Given a decreasing, strictly positive function f on R+ 
such that f; f(x) dx < 00, there is a relatively unzformly distributed sequence 
q in (0, co) for which C*(f 0 q/E(q)) = 00. 
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Proof: Start with an arbitrary relatively uniformly distributed sequence 
T in (0, cc )-for instance, an ergodic orbit. Define integers 0 =jO, j,, . . . 
recursively so that 
jk>jk&l+kZ/f(k+l) (k E N). 
Define a sequence g as follows: 
o(i)=k+ l/2 when jkp,<i<jk (iE N). 
The sequence q will be obtained by “intercalating” (T into r according to the 
following rule: Writing j, + k = mk for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . define 
r/(i) = z(k) if i=m,~~,+l, but 
q(i)=a(i-k) if nzk , + 1 <idm,. 
Since g(i) + co as i -+ m. we see that (T will, like z, be relatively 
uniformly distributed in R+. But an easy calculation gives 
c*(f~?IE(v)) = a. 
11. RELATIVE STABILITY AND RELATIVE SMOOTHNESS 
The definition of stability (5.1) is extended to the relative case in the 
obvious way. We say that the (non-negative) sequence is “stable relative to 
E”, where E c N, provided that, for every subset F of N for which 
6(F/E) = 0, we have Ct (tx(N\F)/E) = Cz (t/E). As before, we may restrict 
F here to be contained in the support [t] of 5. Note that we do not require 
F to be a subset of E. 
Many of the elementary properties of stability extend to the relative case 
without trouble. For example, if 5 is stable relative to E, then so is 
~;c(N\G) for each G c N for which 6(G/E) = 0. Also we have (cf. 5.2): 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let r be a non-negative sequence, and let E c N. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) C(tx(F)/E) = 0 for every F c N with 6(F/E) = 0, 
(b) for all A c N, ~xA is stable relative to E. 
The proof of Proposition 5.2 generalizes straightforwardly. 
COROLLARY 11.2. If either 5 is bounded or C*( 5/E) = 0, then 5 is stable 
relative to E. 
Similarly, the relativized form of Proposition 5.10 is: 
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PROPOSITION 11.3. 5 is stable relative to E if and only if for each 
MC N such that 6( (N\M)/E) = 0, we have, on writing q = ~xM, that 
Cf (5/E) = Cf (Y?.wIE). 
This comes to verifying Cf (q/E) = C’z (6,+,/E); the calculation is essen- 
tially the same as in 5.8 and 5.9. 
However, the following proposition has no “absolute” analog. 
PROPOSITION 11.4. Suppose 5 is a non-negative sequence and E c N. 
Then 
(i) If E is finite, 5 is stable relative to E. 
(ii) If E is infinite and contains the support of 4, then [ is stable 
relative to E if, and only if, the condensation g, is stable. (Cf. 9.9.) 
(iii) If E’ c N and 0~ &E/E’) c a, then 5 is stable relative to E if 
and only if 5 is stable relative to E’. 
Here (i) is trivial, because the only Fc N with &F/E) = 0 will be the 
empty set. The assertion (ii) follows from a routine calculation using 7.4 
and 7.5; and (iii) is a straightforward consequence of 7.2. 
It should be remarked that (iii) here cannot be extended to cover the 
cases 6(E/E’) = 0 or a; it can happen that < is stable relative to E but not 
relative to E’, both when &E/E’) = 0 and when 6(E/E’) = 03. 
PROPOSITION 11.5. Suppose 5 E YY(E). Zf [ is smooth relative to E, then 
r is stable relative to E. 
Proof Suppose Fc N has h(F/E) =O, and write g = <x(N\F). Then 
v] E YY(E), and q and r have the same density function. So, by 8.9, 
f(q/E) Q C,,r] Q C*,q Q C*,5 =&/El =%/I$ 
proving that C( v/E) is defined and equals i( t/E) = C( t/E). 
The converse, however, is not true; the equivalence of stability and 
smoothness (6.3) does not carry over to the relative case. For an example 
to show this, we use 10.4 and 10.7. Take a bounded decreasing positive 
function f on R + such that l; f(x) d-x < co, let q be the relatively 
uniformly distributed sequence constructed in 10.7, and put 5 = f 0 q and 
E=q-‘[O, 11. Then (10.4) ;EY-Y(E) and 1(5/E)< co. But C*(r/E)= m, 
so 5 is not smooth relative to E. But, being bounded, 5 is stable relative 
to E (11.2). 
For conditions under which relative stability does imply relative smooth- 
ness, see Proposition 12.6 below. 
As with stability, many of the elementary properties of smoothness 
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generalize to the relative case without trouble; 9.8(f) provides one example. 
We also mention: 
PROPOSITION 11.6. Z’ [ E FY( E), then 
(i) if < is smotth relative to E and 6(F/E) = 0, then [x(N\F) is also 
smooth relative to E; 
(ii) if 5 is smooth relative to E and &F/E) = 0 and f(?JE) < W, then 
C(MF)IE) = 0. 
DEFINITION 11.7. In studying smoothness in the relative case, it is con- 
venient to deal with the large values and the small values of 5 separately. 
Thus we define (for an arbitrary non-negative sequence 4) 
the “lower and upper discrepancies” of i relative to E. When 5 E rS“(E) 
we may clearly restrict t to lie in the dense set DE(t) here. 
It is easy to see that 
if h > 0, LE(5)= L,(G,,) and U,(t) = UE(SCh); (1) 
in particular, 
if [ is bounded, U,(t) = 0; if 5 is bounded away from 0 on 
its support, LE(5) = 0. (2) 
Moreover, L, has the following “strong stability” property (cf. 5.4): 
ifG(jeN: <(j)#q(j)) =O, then LE(<) = L,(q). (3) 
However, U, is not at all stable, as Theorem 12.2 below will show. 
PROPOSITION 11.8. If 5 E ,Y-Y( E), then 4 is smooth relative to E iJ and 
only ly, either f(t/E) = cc’ or 
LE(5) = 0 = U,(5). 
Proof Because of 8.10, we may assume 1(5/E) < aj. Now if a, h E DE({) 
and a > h, we have 
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where (9.3(iii)) C,(<X{~< 5 <u}) = C,(~,,X{< >b}) exists and tends to 
1(5/E) when a + cc and h + 0. Thus 
Suppose first that 5 is smooth relative to E. Then C*,(r) =1(5/E), so 
that the limit of C*E(<h,+<CU) as a+co and b+O is 0. That is, 
lim C*,(;,,) = 0 = lim C*,(<,,); 
h-0 a + x 
in other words, LE(<) = 0 = U,(r). 
The converse follows by reversing the argument. 
PROPOSITION 11.9. If 4 E Y-Y(E) and tCh is smooth relative to E for one 
bE DE(t), then rCb is smooth relative to E for all be DE({); and similarly 
for 5h,. 
Proof. Suppose tcU is smooth relative to E for a particular a E DE(<), 
and let bEDE(r). Suppose first that Z(rc,/E)<m. Then (11.8) 
LE(<ta)=O= U,(tr,). From 11.7(l) this says &E(<Ch)=O= UE(SCb), so 
(11.8) 5th is smooth relative to E. But if I(tcJE)= co, then (9.7) 
f(tCb/E) = co, and again the result follows. 
. . . 
The argument for c6) IS stmtlar. 
We shall say that a truncation sequence r relative to E is upper smooth 
relative to E provided tCh is smooth relative to E for some, and hence all, 
b E DE([). Similarly, 5 is lower smooth relative to E if t6) is smooth relative 
to E for some (and hence all) b E DE(c). We say that 5 is completeI-v smooth 
relative to E when it is both upper and lower smooth relative to E. From 
the previous propositions we have: 
PROPOSITION 11.10. Suppose 4 E YY( E). Then: 
(i) If U,(c) =0 then [ is upper smooth relative to E. The converse 
holds ij- i( t/E) < 00. 
(ii) If LE(t) =0 then 5 is lower smooth relative to E. The converse 
holds ij- i( t/E) < co. 
(iii) If < is completely smooth relative to E, then 5 is smooth relative 
to E. The converse holds if 1(5/E) < co. 
(iv) For all bg DE(S), tCb is lower smooth relative to E, and t6, is 
upper smooth relative to E. 
We also have a partial converse to (iii) here, valid even when 
&/E) = co: 
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PROPOSITION 11.11. Zf 5 E Y-Y(E) and is smooth relative to E, then it is 
either upper smooth relative to E or lower smooth relative to E, though not 
in general both. 
Proof: If f(t/E) < co, then (1 l.lO(iii)) l is both upper and lower 
smooth relative to E. Suppose, then, f(r/E) = m, and pick b E D,(t). Since 
j(ShJE) + &SCh/E) = i(</E) (9.6), at least one of j(5h,/E), Z(5Ch/E) is 
infinite and therefore at least one of i,,), t[,, is smooth relative to E, as 
required. 
But it can be shown by examples that the requirement that j(r/E) be 
finite, in the converses in 11.10 and (implicitly) in 11.8, cannot in general 
be eliminated. It can in some cases be weakened; in 11.10(i) it would 
evidently be sufficient that f(tCb/E)< CC for some (hence all) bED,(t), 
and in ll.lO(ii) it would suffice that f(<6JE) < co. The sequence defined by 
t(j) =j (je N) is a simple example of a truncation sequence that is upper 
smooth relative to N, but for which U,,,(t) = CC. The other examples 
alluded to are based on 10.4 and 10.7, and are decidedly more complicated. 
Since the special case in which E is finite will be used later (15.7) we 
mention the following easily verified result. 
PROPOSITION 11 .12. Suppose 5 E 99(E), where E is a finite subset of N. 
Then U,(t)=O, and LE(<)=O ifc {<(j):j~N} converges, co otheru,ise. 
This refines Example 10.2 by showing that here { is always upper 
smooth relative to E, and that it is lower smooth relative to E if and only 
if Cj 5(j) < co. 
12. UPPER SMOOTHING 
DEFINITION 12.1. From 1 l.lO(iv), every bounded truncation sequence 
5 relative to E is automatically upper smooth relative to E, but, as one 
would expect, this becomes false without the assumption of boundedness. 
Accordingly we define an “upper smoothing set” for 5 relative to E (where 
~EYY’(E)) to be a subset F of N such that (i) o(F/E) =O, (ii) tx(N\F) is 
upper smooth relative to E. Note that this is equivalent to requiring F to 
be an upper smoothing set (relative to E) for tCb for some-or equivalently 
for all-bED,(t). (Thus an upper smoothing set for one of the sequences 
c, tCb (b E DE(<)) is an upper smoothing set for all of them.) As remarked 
above, 0 is an upper smoothing set (for 5 relative to E) if 5 is bounded, 
but not in general. (Example: E = N, c(j) = n when j = n*, 0 otherwise.) 
THEOREM 12.2 (The upper smoothing theorem). Given 5 EYP’(E), 
there exists an upper smoothing set Ffor 5 relative to E. 
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Proof If !(tcb/E) = CC for some hod, (and therefore (9.7) for all 
b E DE(t)), then <“rb is smooth relative to E, and we take F= 0. So hence- 
forth we assume I(tCb/E) finite for all h E DE(<). 
Next, if there is t E DE(t) such that S,(<, t) = 0, take F= t-‘[t, CD); it is 
easy to check that this works. So we assume henceforth that S,(t, t) > 0 for 
all t E DE(t, t). 
Fix b E DE(<) arbitrarily, and put E’ = {t 3 b} and v = rr,,. Thus 
0 < 6(E’/E) < 03, so (9.8) ye E YY(E’). Also [r~] c E’, so (9.9) its E’-con- 
densation jjEC, which we denote by [ for short, is a truncation sequence 
(relative to N). By the Smoothing Theorem (6.2) there is a smoothing set 
F’ for [. Put F= xEc(F’). Since 6(F’) =O, we get &F/E’) =0 (7.5), and 
hence (7.2(ii)) &F/E) =O. Again, by applying rcE, to the equation 
C(Ix(N\F’)) = f(i), we obtain C,.(qx(N\F)) = j(q/E’), and therefore 
(multiplying by &Z/E)) C,(r&N\F)) = f(q’E), so that F is a smoothing 
set for g = <th relative to E, as required. 
Some further properties of upper smoothing are collected in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 12.3. Suppse 5 E Y-Y(E). Then 
(i) if G c N and 6(G/E) = 0 and F is an upper smoothing set for 5 
relative to E, then so is Fv G; 
(ii) lfi(</E)< 00 and bell,(r), then 
u,(t) = C*&J - ~(5dE); 
(iii) if f(</E) < co and F is an upper smoothing set for 5 relative to E, 
then, for all b > 0, 
C*,(5xf’)= u,(l) = C*dSCt,xF); 
(iv) if E = N, then F is an upper smoothing set for 5 relative to E if, 
and only if, F is a smoothing set for 5 (as in 6.1). 
Proof For (i), let bcD,([); then tcbx(N\F) will be smooth relative to 
E, and hence (11.5) stable relative to E, whence the result. 
For (ii), we have, on applying 9.3(iii) to CC,,, 
i(5Cb/E)= lim C,(&{b<5<a}). 
a - CL 
Now, if a>b, C*,(<,,)=C*.(5Cb)-CE(<~{bd~<a}); making a+ ~1 
we obtain (ii). 
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It is enough to prove (iii) assuming heDE(l). Then 
&IE) = G(S[,X(N\FH = C*E(t[h) - ~*,(lr~,xFL 
so from (ii) we have U,(<)=C*E(t,,x.&‘). Now CE(thl~F)=O, being 
majorized by h S(F/E), so 
C*,(&yF)= C*,(<,,xF). 
completing the proof of (iii). 
Finally, in (iv), let b E DE(t). Since 6(F/E) = 0 in either case, we have as 
before that C(Sb,x(F)) =O and therefore C(S[,,x(N\F)) = C([x(N\F)) and 
(iv) follows. 
We remark that the converse of (iii) is not true; it can happen that 
<E 59(E), f(t/E) < co, 6(F/E) = 0, and C*,(lxF) = U,(t), without F 
being an upper smoothing set for t relative to E. 
PROPOSITION 12.4. Suppose 5 is an upper smooth truncation sequence 
relative to E. Then: 
(i) If Gc N and 6(G/E)=O, then Q(N\G) is also an upper smooth 
truncation sequence relative fo E, 
(ii) 5 is stable relative to E, and 
(iii) if either f(</E) = W, or LE(c) = 0. then < is smooth relative to E. 
Proof. Here (i) is just a restatement of 12.3(i). To prove (ii), suppose 
Fc N and &F/E) =0, and put q = lx(N\F). Pick bED,(t) arbitrarily. 
Then since ch, = q,, + r,,xF, where 0 6 th,xF< bxF, we have C’g (th,/E) = 
Cf(r],,/E). On the other hand, tCh is by hypothesis smooth, hence stable, 
relative to E, so C( t [,,/E) = C(t1 [JE). Addition gives C’t (r/E) = Cx (q/E), 
as required. 
In proving (iii) we may assume f(</E) < co, because of 8.10. Now 
11.10(i) shows U,(r) = 0; thus if LE(5) = 0 also, then < is smooth relative 
to E, from 1 1.8. 
The converse of (ii) is not true; a truncation sequence 5 relative to E can 
be stable relative to E without being upper smooth relative to E, even if 
&/E) < co. 
EXAMPLE 12.5. Take E = (4’: r E N} and define 5 by: 
((4’) = 0 if r is not of the form 2n’ (n E N), 
((4’) = n .42(” + I? if r=2n”, 
((j)=2-’ if 4’<j<4’+l, 
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and t(j)=0 for j= 1, 2, 3. Put F= {42n2: HEN}. It is easy to see that 
&F/E) = 0, that 4 E rY(E), and that 1(5/E) = 0. If b > 0 one can check 
that CE(t6)) = co, from which it follows that 5 is stable relative to E. But 
one quickly finds C,(; tb) = co, and since I( SC,,/E) = 0, r is not upper 
smooth relative to E. 
We can now clarify the relation between relative smoothness and relative 
stability (cf. 11.5) as follows. 
PROPOSITION 12.6. Suppose < E TY( E). Then 
(a) if f(t/E) = 00, < is both stable and smooth relative to E; 
(b) if 1(5/E) < 00, r is smooth relative to E if and only if ?j is stable 
relative to E and LE(<) = 0. 
Prooj The assertion (a) is immediate from Corollary 8.10 and Proposi- 
tion 11.5; and one implication in (b) is covered by Propositions 11.5 and 
11.8. For the other, suppose f(t/E) < co, 5 is stable relative to E, and 
LE(t) =O. By Theorem 12.2 there is an upper smoothing set F for 5 
relative to E, and (12.3(iii)) C*,(<xF) = U,(t). Put q = tx(N_\F); by 
construction, r) is upper smooth relative to E, and we also have Z(q/E) = 
f(r/E)< co. Thus U,(n)=O, from 11.10. Also L,(q)< LE(l) trivially, so 
LE(q) = 0. Hence (11.10) n is smooth relative to E, and in particular C,(n) 
exists (finite!). Since 5 = n + ~xF, we thus obtain 
C*,(t) = C,(v) + C*,(txF) = C,(v) + u,(t). 
Because 4 is stable relative to E, this proves U,(r) =O. Combined with 
LE(r) = 0 this shows that 5 is smooth relative to E, completing the proof. 
The characterization of relative smoothness (11.10) can be rewritten, 
somewhat artificially, as follows: Suppose 4 E 9-9’(E); then 5 is smooth 
relative to E if and only if both 
and 
There is a curious characterization of relative stability, analogous to this 
which we mention without proof: 
PROPOSITION 12.7. Suppose < E T-Y(E); then r is stable relative to E ij 
and only if both 
C*(t/E) = f(W) + Ld5) 
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and 
COROLLARY 12.8. Zf 5 E YY(E) and C, (thj/E) = cc for some b > 0, 
then 5 is stable relative to E. 
A Final Remark. Proposition 12.7 might suggest that if 5 is stable 
relative to E then C*(t/E) = C,(t/E), or conversely; but neither implica- 
tion is true. 
13. LOWER SMOOTHING: THE RELATIVE SMOOTHING THEOREM 
Throughout 5 13, we suppose 5 and E given, with 5: E Y9’(E). 
DEFINITION 13.1. Because of the “strong stability” property of L, (see 
11.7(3)) it will not be possible to find Fc N with 6( F/E) = 0 making 
<x(N\F) lower smooth relative to E-unless, of course, 5 was lower 
smooth relative to E to begin with. (.4nd it need not be, as the example 
following Proposition 11.5 shows.) Hence we must enlarge the family of 
allowable “small” sets. We say that a subset F of N is negligible (for 5 and 
E) provided &FE Y-Y(E) and ~(SX(F)/E) =(&equivalently (9.3(ii)) 
provided 6,(Fn {t 2 t}) = 0 for all t > 0. We write -V‘, or -b’([, E), for the 
family of all sets negligible for 5 and E. It is easy to see that ,I/‘ is an ideal, 
and that A” includes all sets F c N for which 6,(F) = 0. Moreover, if v is 
the measure on FE([) constructed in the proof of Theorem 8.5, then ,$” 
includes all sets G c N for which the outer measure v*(G) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 13.2. The (finitely additive) measure v on 9 ( =9$(t)), 
defined in the proof of Theorem 8.5, can be extended to a finitely additive 
measure ii on a (finitely additive) field g containing 9 u -4*‘, in such a wa? 
that ,4“= {GE.@: cG=O}. 
Indication of Proof: Define $ to be the family of all sets A AB, 
where A E 9, BE JV‘, and A denotes symmetric difference; and define 
?(A AB) = VA. 
Remark. It would be interesting to know whether 9 contains all 
Jordan-measurable sets (that is, sets with v-integrable characteristic 
functions), and whether A‘ contains all Jordan-null sets. 
PROPOSITION 13.3. Zf G c N, the following four statements are equiv- 
alent: 
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(ii) Gn [t] E,+‘. 
(iii) For all HcN with 6(H/E)=O, G AHE,V‘. 
(iv) tx(N\G) E YY(E) and has the same density function as 4. 
These equivalent statements imply 
(v) 5x( N\G) E F-Y(E) and I( 5x( N\G)/E) = I( t/E), while conversely 
(v) implies the others zf 1(5/E) < 00, though not in general. 
The verifications are easy, and are omitted. An example in which (v) 
does not imply (iv) is E = N, t(j) = j for alljE N, and G consists of the odd 
integers. 
We remark also that it can happen that [l] E c V, even when E = N and 
C(t)>0 (see the example in 12.1). 
Remarks 3.14. We note, for later use, some further simple observations 
about negligibility. 
(a) If G is negligible for 5 and E, it is trivially negligible for r] and E 
whenever q E Y-Y(E) and q is smaller than 5; for instance if q = tcb or thj 
with bEDE(<). 
This has a partial converse: 
(b) Suppose b E DE(t) and G c 5 ~’ [0, 6); then if G is negligible for 
tb, and E, G is also negligible for r and E. 
For here I( <x(G)/E) = i( t6)x( G)/E) = 0. Note that the hypothesis that 
G c (0 < [ < 6) is essential, even if E= N (example: E= N, t(j) = 
2 + ( - 1 )‘, b = 2, G consists of the even integers). 
(c) Suppose 6(E/E’) exists. Then, if G is negligible for [ and E, it is 
also negligible for 5 and E’. 
For 5 E .Y-Y(E’) (9.8(a)) and, if t > 0, 
S,,(Gn ([>t).)=h,(Gn {(>?})6(E/E’)=O. 
It will be convenient to have conditions that imply lower smoothness 
and are easier to handle. We have (where, as throughout Section 13, 
[EYY(E)): 
PROPOSITION 13.5. Of the following six conditions, each implies the next, 
and (b), (b’), and (b”) are equivalent; further, (c) and (d) are equivalent tf 
j(t/E) < 00. There are no other implications between them. 
(a) 5 is bounded away from 0 on its support. 
(b) d*(Ctl/E) < 00. 
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(b’) s*((O<5<b)/E)<nc;for allh>O. 
(b”) 6*({0<<<hJ/E)<cr, for some h>O. 
(cl L,(t)=@ 
(d) < is lower smooth relative to E. 
That (c)*(d), and conversely if f(t/E) < rx~ (but not in general), was 
observed in 1 l.lO(ii). The verification of the other implications is 
straightforward. Examples to show that there are no other implications, 
even if 1(5/E) is finite, are as follows: 
(b) P (a) Take E= N and t(j)= llj (Jo N). 
(c) P (b) Take E to be finite but not empty, and let t(j)=j- ’ 
(Jo N). From 10.2, 5 is a smooth truncation sequence relative to E, with 
1(5/E)< cc. Hence (11.8) L.(t)=O; but 6,( [t])= a. 
PROPOSITION 13.6. Suppose L,( 5) = 0 and a > 0. Then <” is smooth 
relative to E, and C,( 5”) = f(t”/E) < s. 
Proof: We know (9.2) that (Us ,9-Y(E), and since it is bounded it is 
trivially upper smooth relative to E. Hence (12.4(iii)) 5” is smooth relative 
to E. Another consequence of the fact that LE([) = 0 is that we can take 
heD,(t) so that h<a and C*,(r,,,)< 1. Then 
C,(Y) d CE(SU[h) + C*E(Sc’/?)) 6 CErCh) + 1, 
which is finite (9.1 (i)). 
Proposition 10.6(iv) now follows, for there LE([) = 0 (13.5) and 5 = 5” 
for large enough u. 
DEFINITION 13.7. We say that a subset G of N is a lolcer smoothing set 
for l relative to E (where 5 E FY(E)) provided (i) G is negligible for t and 
E, and (ii) [x(N\G) is lower smooth relative to E-that is, for some (or, 
equivalently, for all) h E D,(t), 
CdL)x(WG)) = fbL,x(N\WE) = k/E) 
since f(th)~(G)/E) = 0 (because, as remarked in 13.4(a), G is also negligible 
for t,,, and E). 
Though this definition is analogous to that of “upper smoothing set” 
(12.1), there are two respects in which the analogy breaks down. One is the 
obvious one, that here G is allowed to be negligible rather than have 
&G/E) = 0. The other is that, when E = N, “upper smoothing set relative to 
E” reduces to “smoothing set” in the sense of 6.1; but “lower smoothing set 
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relative to E” is trivial when E = N, because every truncation sequence is 
then automatically lower smooth (cf. 2.4). 
LEMMA 13.8 (Lower smoothing lemma). Zf q is a truncation sequence 
relative to E, there is a lower smoothing set G for q relative to E such that 
G = Crll. 
Proof. It will suffice to prove this for ylb, instead of q (for any one 
h E D,(q)), since the resulting G for qhJ relative to E will be negligible for 
v] and E (13.4(b)) and will trivially make qx(N\G) lower smooth relative 
to E. Thus we assume henceforth that 9 is bounded; say q(j) </I for all 
Jo N. For bounded sequences, lower relative smoothness coincides with 
relative smoothness, so we simply aim at making qx(N\G) smooth relative 
to E. 
If E is finite, or if f(q/E) = co, then 4 is already smooth relative to E (by 
10.2 and 11.8); so we assume that E is infinite and f(v]/E) is finite. 
Take a strictly decreasing sequence 
p = b(0) > h( 1) > . . > b(k) > . . 
of members of DE(q) converging to 0. For each k E N write 
this is a truncation sequence relative to E, and it is bounded and also 
bounded away from 0 on its support. Hence (11.7(2)) U,([,,,)=O = 
$(I&, so (11.8) i(k) is smooth relative to E; that is, CE(ltk)) = 
I(i,,,lE) = W) say. We thus have a(l)<x(2)6 . . . . and, by 
Theorem 8.5(b), 
lim cI( k) = f( q/E). (2) 
k-m 
For each k E N there is n(k) EN such that 
n > n(k) implies 4Wj& $ ilk)(j) <$ 
n .I 1 
(3) 
where E, = En { 1, 2, . . . . n}. We can also arrange recursively that 
I&k+ 1) ) > k . n(k) (k E N). 
Put n(O) = 0 and define (for k = 0, 1,2, . ..) 
G(k) = { jE N : n(k) <j< n(k + 1) and 0 < q(j) < b(k)} 
(4) 
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and G = lJ {G(k) : k = 0, 1, 2, . . >. Clearly G c [q], and it is easy to see that 
(for all k E N), 
Gn{~3b(k)}cG,uG,u f.. uG,P,,whichislinite. 
Hence G n q ~ ‘[t, cc ) is finite, for all t > 0. Since E is infinite, this shows 
6,(G n q ~’ [t, c;o)) = 0, proving that G is negligible for q and E. 
Write H = N\G; we must show that ~xH is smooth relative to E, and by 
Corollary 8.10 it will suffice to show 
C*(wAH)IE) 6 hW/E). (5) 
For each integer r > n(2), define k(r) E N by 
n(k(r) + 1) <r < n(k(r) + 2). 
If r is large enough we have E, # 0 and 
(.,W’/E)=j-& ,c rl(j)~(H,j)=A.+B,, ‘I 1 
where 
and 
Since r](j) d fi for all j, we have 
A, d BW(r)ME,t~k,r~+ I )I <B/k(r) by (4h 
so lim,, i5 A, = 0. And one can check that 
Br=iC {i~)Jj) : n(k(r))<jdr} 
ICI 
< a(k(r) + 1) + l/(k(r) + 1), from (3). 
Making r + co, we obtain from (2) that 
C*hWW) d )\mx 4k) = @I/E) = ~(sx( H)/E), 
proving (5) and the lemma. 
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By combining Lemma 13.8 with the upper smoothing theorem (12.2) we 
obtain the main theorem of this paper. First, a definition: a subset H of N 
is called a complere smoothing set for < relative to E (where [ E FLY’(E)) 
provided (i) H is negligible for 5 and E, and (ii) <x(N\H) is completely 
smooth relative to E (and therefore smooth relative to E, by 1 l.lO(iii)). 
THEOREM 13.9 (The relative smoothing theorem). Euery truncation 
sequence 5 relative to E has a complete smoothing set contained in its 
support. 
Proof: Take b E DE(t) arbitrarily. By 12.2 there is an upper smoothing 
set F for tCb and E, and we may assume that F c { 4 b b ), by replacing F 
with its intersection with [t16]. By 13.8 there is a lower smoothing set G 
for <,,, and E, with Gc {O<r<b). Put H=FvG. Then Hc [[I, and we 
have t6, x(N\H) = t,,x(N\G) and Sct,x(N\H) = tct,x(N\F), both of which 
are smooth relative to E by construction. Thus <x(N\H) is both upper and 
lower smooth relative to E. Now F is negligible for [ and E, because 
6,(F) = 0. And G is negligible for <,,) and E, and therefore also for 4 and 
E, by 13.4(b). Hence H is negligible for 5 and E, and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 13.10. (a) Given 5 E Y-Y(E), there is a set H c N, negli- 
gible for 5 and E, such that 
C,(MN\W) = hWN\H)IE) = f(W). 
(b) Given 5 E FLY’(E), there are truncation sequences o, T relative to E 
such that 
(i) ~=o+T, 
(ii) Co1 n CT]= 0, 
(iii) o is completely smooth relative to E, 
(iv) [T] is negligible for 5 and E, 
(v) j(o/E) = i( t/E), and 
 ^
(vi) Cz (z/E) + 45/E) = Cf (t/E). 
(In (b), let H be a complete smoothing set for relative to E, and put 
g = kdN\W, T = 5xH.J 
Smoothness is not lost when negligible sets are discarded; more precisely, 
we have: 
PROPOSITION 13.11. (a) Zf A is negligible for 5 and E, and if 5 is 
smooth (or completely smooth, or upper or lower smooth) relative to E, then 
so is [x(N\A); 
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(b) if A is negligible for 5 and E, and if H is a complete smoothing set 
for 4 relative to E, then so is H v A; and 
(c) if 1(5/E) < CXI, then 5 is smooth (or, equivalently, completeI>’ 
smooth) relative to E IX and only iA for every set A negligible ,for t and E 
we have C,(txA) = 0. 
Here (a) and (c) are easily checked, and (b) is a special case of (a). 
By contrast, stability can easily be destroyed when negligible sets are dis- 
carded. Of course, if i” is bounded, or if 1(5/E) = CD, then the same holds 
for <x(N\A) where A is negligible (for 5 and E), so that <x(N\A) will also 
be stable relative to E (because of 11.2, 11.5, and 11.8). But in general it 
can happen that ~(EF~‘(E)) is stable relative to E and A is negligible for 
r and E and nevertheless tx(N\A) is not stable relative to E. For an exam- 
ple, take 5, E, and F as in Example 12.5, and put A = N\F. As noted in 
12.5, { is a truncation sequence relative to E, and is stable relative to E. It 
is easily verified that A is negligible for 4 and E. But if q= tx(N\A), one 
finds C,(q) = CC but C,(qx(N\F)) is 0, so that q is not stable relative to E. 
14. ESSENTIAL SEQUENCES 
We shall say that a truncation sequence i” relative to E is essential 
relative to E provided i( r/E) > 0, inessential relative to E otherwise. Thus 5 
is essential relative to E if, and only if, S,(l, t) > 0 for some t E DE(<). 
A sequence t of non-negative real numbers will be called essential if there 
is some E c N for which r E T-Y(E) and is essential relative to E. If there 
is no such E, we say that 5 is inessential. 
Note that the zero sequence is inessential. For the zero sequence is tri- 
vially inessential relative to E if E # a; and if E = Qr the same conclusion 
follows from our convention that O/O = 0. But if 5 is any other non-negative 
sequence converging to 0, then r is essential. In fact, it is easy to see that 
4 will then be essential relative to E for every non-empty finite E c N (and 
inessential relative to every infinite E c N). Note that no sequence is essen- 
tial relative to @; for the only member of FY(J2j) is the zero sequence. 
For further examples of essential and inessential sequences, see 
Section 15. 
In [4] a closely related notion, “special truncation sequence relative to 
E,” was introduced, though with a misprinted definition-on [4, p. 312, 
line 8 from the end], [a, p) should be [cc, m). It is easily checked that if 
< is essential relative to E it is a special truncation sequence relative to E. 
While the converse is not literally true, it does hold in the sense that if { 
is a special truncation sequence relative to E then 5 is essential (relative to 
607'88 I-4 
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some other subset of N, in general). Thus the two notions “essentially” 
coincide. 
PROPOSITION 14.1. Suppose E and E’ are subsets of N, and the sequence 
5 is essential relative to E. Then 
(i) l is essential relative to E’ if and only if, 0 < &E/E’) < W; 
(ii) 4 is inessential relative to E’ if and only if 6(E/E’) = 0. 
Proof If 0 < &E/E’) < co we have (9.8) that 5 E FY(E’) and 
1(5/E’) > 0, so < is essential relative to E’. If 6(E/E’) = 0 the same argument 
gives f(</E’) =O. The converse implications follow from Remark (2) 
following Proposition 9.8. Of course, in the (apparently) missing case 
@E/E’) = co, 5 would not be in Y9’(E’), so neither (i) nor (ii) would 
apply. 
COROLLARY 14.2. If 5 is essential relative both to E and to E’, then 
DE(<) = DE,(r); further, [ is stable relative to E, or smooth (or upper or 
lower or completely smooth) relative to E, if and only tf it has the same 
property relative to E’. (Cf. 9.8) 
For we must have 0 < &E/E’) < 00 here. 
Accordingly, if 5 is an essential sequence, we denote by D(5) the com- 
mon value of the sets DE(c), where r is essential relative to E. And we say 
that an essential sequence 5 is relatively stable, or relatively smooth (or 
relatively upper or lower or completely smooth), provided has this 
property relative to some (hence all) E c N relative to which it is essential. 
LEMMA 14.3. Suppose 4 is a non-negative sequence other than the zero 
sequence, and that, for some b > 0, 5 is a truncation sequence relative to 
{tab}. Then 5 . IS essential relative to (l b b}. 
Proof Otherwise S(l- ’ [t, co )/t - ’ [b, cc )) = 0 for a co-countable set of 
values of t > 0, and hence for all t > 0. In particular, taking t = 6, we get an 
immediate contradiction unless t-‘[b, co) = 0. But in that case 
5 E YY(@), so that 5 would have to be the zero sequence. 
PROPOSITION 14.4. Let 5 be a non-negative sequence other than the zero 
sequence. Then < is essential if, and only tf, 5 is a truncation sequence relative 
to (t 2 b} for some b > 0. If this condition holds, 5 is essential relative to 
{t 2 c} for a co-countable set of values of c in (0, b], including the value 6. 
Proof. Suppose r is essential; then 5 is essential relative to some E c N, 
and a fortiori 5 is a truncation sequence relative to E. Thus 6( { r > b}/E) 
exists (and is finite) for all bE DE(c) = D(t), and its integral &t/E) with 
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respect to b is positive. So there is b E D(4) for which 0 < 6( (5 > b}/E) < cc. 
From Corollary 14.2 it follows that 5 is essential relative to (4 > b}. And 
in this argument b can be replaced by any smaller c E D(t). The converse 
is clear from the definitions. 
Given an essential sequence t, write 




This set is non-empty (14.4) and we accordingly define 
b*(t) = sup SC<); (3) 
thus 0 <p*(l) Q co. We call /I*(t) the “essential bound” of 5. It may or 
may not be in S(t), as the following simple examples show: 
(a) Take t(j) = 1 - l/j (HEN); this is easily seen to be a smooth 
essential sequence (cf. 4.2) with S(t) = (0, 1) and b*(t) = 1. 
(b) Take t(j) = 1 + l/j (HEN); again this is a smooth essential 
sequence and j*(t) = 1; but now S(t) = (0, 11. 
Further, p*(t) can actually be infinite; see Example 15.4( 1) below. 
We note some elementary properties in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 14.5. Suppose 5 is an essential sequence. Then 
(i) if be S(5) and c > 0, then c E S(t) if and only if 
~({5~b)l{42cJ) exists (finite ! ), and is positive; 
(ii) ifbES(t) andc>j*([) then 6(j~>c}/{~>b})=O; 
(iii) either S(5) = D(4) n (0, /3*(r)) or S(5) = D(5) n (0, p*(c)]. 
Examples (a) and (b) above show that both alternatives in (iii) can 
occur. 
It is convenient to introduce some further notation. Given a non- 
negative sequence 5 and non-negative real numbers c and t, we abbreviate 
8*({<>t}/{<>c}) to S*(& t/c); and similarly for 6,, and for 6 when it 
applies. Analogously we abbreviate C*(t/{ 5 3 t }) to C*({/t), and similarly 
for C, and C. And if 5 is a truncation sequence relative to {r B t} we write 
f((/t) for i(t/{ 5 b t >). This enables the following easily verified results to 
be stated concisely: 
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PROPOSITION 14.6. Suppose 4 is essential, b and c are in S(l), and t >, 0. 
Then 
0) G(t, t/c) = St& b/c) Sz (4, t/b), 
(ii) Cf(tlc) = &t, b/c) Cr (Ub), and 
(iii) i(5/c)=S(& b/c)i(</b). 
We conclude this section by specializing some of the results of previous 
sections to essential sequences, in a form convenient for reference in a sub- 
sequent paper. 
THEOREM 14.7. Let [ be an essential sequence. Then 
(i) for each c E S(t), 
i((/c) = j- S(<, t/c) dt = lim 
0 
b-OinS(S) px c(~“Cb~c); 
(ii) there is a subset G of N that is a complete smoothing set for ir 
relative to all the sets 5 -‘[b, cci), b E S(r). In particular, for all b E S(t), 
f(t/b) = C(Cx(N\G)lb) = f(MN\G)lb); and 
(iii) if 5 is smooth relative to (5 > b} for one b E S(c), it is so for all 
such b, so that (for all b E S(5)) 
1(5/b) = C(t/b) = lim i<n : c(i)>b}l . 
Here (i) comes from Theorem 8.5(b), applied with E = { 5 2 c}. For (ii), 
fix c E S(r). The relative smoothing theorem (13.9), likewise applied with 
E = { 5 > c}, gives a complete smoothing set G for 5 relative to {t > c}. 
Then G is negligible for 5 and .(t > 6) for all bE S(t), by 13.4(c), and 
(14.2) [x(N\G) will be completely smooth relative to { 5 3 b}. The remain- 
der of (ii) is included in 13.3(v). Finally, the deduction of (iii) is similar but 
simpler. 
15. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
We conclude by mentioning some further examples and results that 
illustrate or apply the concepts that have been introduced. 
EXAMPLE 15.1. A positive sequence 5 that is not a truncation sequence 
relative to E for any E c N. Take A c N so that 6(A) does not exist, and 
put 5 = XA + 1. Suppose 4 E YP’(E) for some E c N, so that DE(t) is co- 
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countable in (0, co). Take b~D~(l)n(O, 1) and cEDE(<)n(l,2). Then 
<-‘[b, co) = N, so &N/E) exists and is, of course, > 1. Hence 6(E/N) exists 
and is positive. Similarly 5 -‘Cc, cc ) = A and therefore 6(,4/E) exists. It 
follows that 6(A) exists (and equals 6(.4/E) &E/N); cf. 7.2(iv)), giving a 
contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 15.2. A positive truncation sequence (relative to N) that is not 
essential. It can be shown (see [7]) that there is a sequence c of positive 
real numbers with the property that, if 0 <c < b, then (in the notation of 
Section 14) S(t, b/c) = 0. Such a sequence 5 cannot be essential, because of 
14.5(i). But it is a truncation sequence, because S(t, t) exists (and equals 0) 
for all t > 0. 
We remark that a sequence 4 of this kind can be constructed so as to be 
smooth, or not smooth, as desired. For f(c) is automatically 0 (2.2(c)), but 
we can “scale down” 5 to make C( 5) = 0 (it suffices to make 5 bounded 
(2.4)) or “scale up” r to make C(t) = m. 
EXAMPLE 15.3. A positive essential sequence 5 that is not relatively 
smooth. We slightly modify the example mentioned in 12.1, defining 
<(j)=n if j=n’, t(j) = 1 otherwise. Again 5 is a truncation sequence 
(relative to N), and i(t) = 1, so 5 is essential. But C(t) = 3/2. 
The examples (a) and (b) following 14.4 show that a positive essential 
sequence can be (relatively) smooth. They generalize as follows. 
EXAMPLE 15.4. Suppose 4 is a non-negative sequence for which 
liq + ,r c(j) = L say’ is defined (possibly infinite). Then 
(i) tf L > 0, [ is essential (relative to N) and smooth; D(t) consists of 
all positive real numbers except perhaps L; and the essential bound b*(t) 
equals L; 
(ii) rf L = 0 and < is not the zero sequence, then < is essential and 
relatively smooth; D(5) = (0, KJ)), and b*(t)=max{5(j) :j~ N),. 
We remark that in (i) D(5) will contain L (if finite) too if 5 is eventually 
monotone, though not in general. In (ii), 5 is essential relative to an 
arbitrary finite (non-empty subset of N (cf. 10.2 and 14.1). The value of 
p*(r) in case (ii) will be useful later (in 15.7). 
The behavior opposite to convergence is also of interest: 
EXAMPLE 15.5. Suppose q is relatively uniformly distributed in (0, co), 
and let [ be the sequence of reciprocals-that is, c(j) = l/u](j) (j E N). Then 
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it is easy to see that both q and [ are essential. In fact, rl is essential relative 
to N, and is a (completely) smooth truncation sequence, with i(v) = CC!. 
With E= E(n)=n-‘[O, 11, we have that [ is an essential truncation 
sequence relative to E, and is completely smooth relative to E, with 
f(t6,/E) = Ji t ~ ’ tit = co and I( tCh/E) = j: t ’ dt = co, for all h > 0. From 
14.1 and the definition of S we see S(q) = (0, cc;) = S(i) and hence 
B*(r) = a = B*(i). 
As an application of the relative smoothing theorem, we mention the 
following result, which in a sense extends part of Weyl’s criterion for equi- 
distribution to the case of an infinite interval. 
THEOREM 15.6. Let f be a decreasing ( =non-increasing) real-valued 
function on (0, co ), with lim, _ ,xI f(x) = 0, and let v] be a relatively uniform1.v 
distributed sequence on (0, co). Then there is a subsequence n’ of n such that 
n’ is also relatively uniformlv distributed on (0, 03) and f 0 n’ is a completely 
smooth truncation sequence relative to E’ = (0 < n’ < 11; in particular, 
C(f 0 n’/E’) is defined and equals Ja f(x) d-x. 
Sketch of Prooj We know (10.4) that f 0 yI is a truncation sequence 
relative to E= {O < q < 1). Take a complete smoothing set A for f 0 ye 
relative to E, with A c [f 0 ~1 (Theorem 13.9), and put [ = qx(N\A), so 
that f oc is a completely smooth truncation sequence relative to E. One 
checks that (from the assumptions on f) 6&v] ~ ‘(0, t] n A) = 0 for all t > 0, 
and that S,([-‘(0, t]) = 6,(r]~- ‘(0, t]) = t. In particular, writing F= 
i-‘(0, 11, we have 6,(F)= 1. Take q’ to be the condensation r of [ (with 
respect to its support), as in 5.7. It is not hard to see that q’ is relatively 
uniformly distributed on (0, co), and that f 0 $ (which is then a truncation 
sequence relative to E’, by 10.4) is completely smooth relative to E’ (by 
comparing it with f 0 [ relative to F). In particular, 
C(f 0 q'/E') = i(f 0 r/‘/E’) = Iox ,f’(x) d.x 
by 10.4. Q.E.D. 
As shown in 10.7, one cannot in general merely take ye’ = r) here. 
In the “absolute” case, with a sequence q uniformly distributed in [0, 11, 
there is an analog of Theorem 15.6 that says much more; one can allow the 
function f to be an arbitrary non-negative function on [0, l] that is 
“extended Riemann-integrable” (as in 4.11). Then fo r] is a truncation 
sequence (relative to N), by 4.11; it has a smoothing set F (Theorem 6.2); 
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and qx(N\F) and its condensation, q’, will be uniformly distributed in 
CO, 11 and Wov’) = W~KC(N\F)) = jA.f(f) dt. 
It would be interesting to know whether the hypothesis of monotonicity 
off, in Theorem 15.6, could be relaxed similarly (but note 10.5). 
Finally, the following example, which provided the original motivation 
for the present paper, gives an application of the foregoing results to 
ergodic theory. Let ~11 be a$&e, countably additive, non-negative measure 
defined on a countably additive field of measurable subsets of a set X. 
(Throughout what follows, all sets considered are understood to be 
measurable.) Let T be an invertible bi-measurable transformation of X 
onto itself; T and T-’ are further assumed to preserve null sets (but need 
not be measure-preserving). By discarding an invariant null set from X, we 
ensure that the Radon-Nikodym derivatives oi(s) = (d(m : Ti)/dm)(x) (i = 
0, 1, 2, . ..) exist (are defined and finite) for all .Y E X, of course, COG = 1. 
(See [3] for this and other background results.) The sequence whose nth 
term is o,,~,(s) (n E N) will be denoted by s2 (leaving its dependence on .Y 
to be understood). 
THEOREM 15.7. For almost all .Y E X, Q is a relatively smooth (hence 
relative& stable) essential sequence; D(Q) = (0, CG); and the essential bound 
j*(O) is given by 
8*(Q) = 
max{w,,P,(.u) :rz~N) if 16 + x d-y) = 0, 
lim supn _ ~. w,(x) othertiise. 
The proof will be given in a subsequent paper. Here is a brief outline of 
it. We partition X into three invariant subsets X,, X,, X,, on the first of 
which T is purely dissipative; on X,, T is incompressible and has no 
a-finite invariant measure (equivalent to m); on X,, T is incompressible 
and does have an invariant o-finite measure ,U equivalent to m. These three 
subsets are treated separately. 
On X, it is known that C,, w,(.u) converges (a.e.), so lim Q = 0, and the 
properties asserted in the theorem follow (15.4(ii)). On the remainder of X, 
it is known that lim sup,, I, o,(x), usually denoted by o*(.u), is positive; 
that Q is a “density sequence” in the terminology of [3, pp. 225, 
229]+that is, in the present notation, 6(52, a/b) is defined for all non- 
negative a and b, and is positive and finite if 0 < a, b < w*(?c). Taking 
b E (0, a*(.~)), put E = 52-- ‘[h, co); one verities that R is essential relative 
to E, that D(Q)= (0, co), and that p*(Q) = 0*(-u). All that remains is to 
prove Q smooth relative to E. On X, one can show without much trouble 
that f(O/E) = co, from which the smoothness property follows. Finally, on 
X, (the most troublesome part) one exploits the invariant measure p, using 
the Hopf ergodic theorem [2, p. 491. 
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COROLLARY 15.8. In particular, for almost all x, w,e have: if 0 < b < 
/l*(Q), then 6(Q, t/b) exists for all t > 0, and 
I a &a, t/b) dt = j(Q/E) = C(Q/E) 0 
The author has shown [3] that a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of a a-finite invariant measure, equivalent to m, on X is that 
j(Q/E) be finite a.e., where (as above) E=!X-‘[b, co). for one positive b < 
/I*(Q) (or, equivalently, for all such b). Thus the above corollary provides 
a reformulation of this condition in terms of a single limit operation on 
the sequence 52. This improves on the formulation in [4, Theorem 10, 
Corollary], which required two limit operations. 
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